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Resolution
supports new
dance policy

Durin g Su nday's Han gi ng of the
Green, Betty Van, below, daughter of
Albert Van and Mindy Huang, found
the toys under the Currls Center' s
Christmas tree entertaining. During the
event, members of the Murray State
choral groups, r ight, perform.

is being proposed because of

By MICHELE CARL TON
News Editor

A resolution supporting a
campus-wide dance policy
has been adopted by the
Student Government Association.
The resol ution, passed
during the group's r egular
Wednesday meeting, states
that SGA supports a new
policy and the funding of the
policy by the Murray State
Univer sity centra l administration.
The proposed dance policy
has guidelines for those
student organizations that
use University facilities for
dance functions.
These guidelines state that:
• Use of the facility is
restricted to MSU students
with a valid ID.
• One non-MSU studont
may attend as the guest of a
current student if he is 18
years or older and has a
valid picture ID.
• A P ub lic Safety officer
will be present at the dance to
provide security.
• One advisor from the
orga nization
and
one
chaperon must be present at
all times.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Currie Center, said the policy

recent concerns about safety
nationwide and because of
some isolated incidences at
functions on campus.
"In regards to dances, on
campuses nationwide, some
type of security is required
pr imarily to ensute the
safety of the students," he
said. "This is not to make
restrictions on students."
Baurer said the idea for a
campus-wide dance policy
originated with Student
Affairs and was discussed
with student groups across
campus and ·w ith the
administration.
The idea was addressed to
SGA to ask for feedback on
the proposed policy, Baurer
said.
"If this policy was
implemented, the concern of
SGA was that it was not fair
for students to have to pay for
it," he said.
Baurer said the funding for
this policy, if adopted, will
come from the University
budget.
"With the increase in the
student activity fee, this is a
way to show students that
they are getting something
for this increase," he &Aid.

University explores insurance possibilities
• By
..;..! JE
_N
_N..;_I_FE_R
_ M...;.
O_O_R_E_ __
• Assistanl News Edilor

With budget cuts comes
budget problems, and Murray
State University is no excep·
tion to the increasing obstacles
: with financing. One of the big·
_ gest problems the University is
... facing right now is the possible
elimination or reduction of
faculty and staff insurance
benefits.
.., - Cunently the University is
_self-insured and it pays all
.. claims out of University funds
· for all staff and faculty
members and their families.

The University also pays Blue
Cross/Blue Shield a fcc to im·
plement and administer the
program.
This may change, however,
because of changes in the
budget and increases in health
care. Jim Baurer, chairman of
the insurance and benefits committee, said there was a 22 per·
cent increase in health care
costs for this year and there is
another projected increase for
at least Lhe same amount for
next year. With projected ex·
penditures for the 1992-1993
school year at $3.5 million, plus

~y JANICE
Slafl Writer

<

News Editor ·

The grand jury ia aet to JDake a decimon on an incide~t
involvinJ 12 .:ri KAPJHI. Alpha Pledpa~ an active and hie

p~twife
today. >•· . . > · · -·
COmmonwealth Atf.o.mey Mike Ward,

'·''

;·

~

the p~tor for ·
the case, advi.aH the grand j ury and preNnw the case
before the jury. Ward .aakl Dec. 8 the grand jury he.-d the

testimonies of Detective Ronald Wiaebarl; the
. inveitira~ officer ~ the· ~Y Police llepartm~mt, .
and witneS&ea concetl'ling the NO\t. U iDcid.fmt. ?i ·.
,,~
"The grand jUJ1' ubd tO beer trom other witneuea aDd
aubpoenae were iuued tO the.e people. We will hear from
these people on ll'riday," Ward Mid.

l·'l(n.

Exam·schedule,·: : :~: ·• j:r· ·:- 1

b Monday, Dec. 14

• Exam Time
8 a.m.
•

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.
4 p.m.

Class Tlme
8-9:15 a.m. T Th
3:30·4:45 T Th
10:30 MWF
2:30 MWF
English 101 common

• b Tuesday, Dec. 15
• 8 a.m.
9:30 MWF
10:30 a.m.
11:30 MWF
1:30 p.m.
12:30-1:45 TTh
4pm
H' ·r· ?r1 common

b Thursday, Dec. 17

~ Friday ,

8 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

FULPS

Freshman Orien tation is
something ever y regi ster ed
freshman must go through .
Some consider it useless
while oth ers con sider it a
helpful course.
The
Enrollment
Management Committee is
currently evaluating the
effectiveness of the course.
"We're asking what is t h e
best way to do orientation
and how to get students not
involved
on
campus
involved," said J im Baurer,
a chair of the Student Life
committee, a sub-committee

b Wednesday, Dec. 16
8 a.m.
8:30 MWF
10:30a.m.
11-12:15T Th
1:30 p.m.
1:30 MWF
4 p.m.
IDC 101 common

8 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
4 p.m. ·

much the University would
cover.
One of the suggested plans
Fitzgibbon presented to the
Regents was one that provided
high, middle and low options.
Essentially, it is three plans
with four tiers: employee only;
employee and spouse; employee
and child(ren); and employee,
spouse and child(ren).
Fitzgibbon said the high plan
is developed to provide high
benefit levels and a low deductible and the low plan offers the
opposite.
This plan might also allow

employees to receive a refund
through an "opt-out" value
plan. It is still undecided,
however, if employees would
have to show proof of other in·
surance with the plan.
Murray State currently offers
only individual and family
plans.
Another possible plan Fit·
zgibbon suggested to the
Regents is a simplfied version
of the high, middle and low
plan. This plan, called the high
and low plan, is exactly like the
first plan only it excludes the

low option and the middle is
renamed.
Both of these plans will still
allow an option for faculty and
staff to gain coverage without
contribution, however. the
levels of contribution for the
other options will depend on
University funding. Fitzgibbon
said.
There are other cost contain·
ment. options cun·ently being
reviewed by the University in·
eluding wellneRs programs, CO·
Please see INSURANCE
Page 14

MSU officials evaluate Freshman 0

Pike decision to be
handed 1fdown toda,y
. I!Y MICHELE CARL10N "

a 22 percent increase in health
care, the University is considering requiring staff and faculty
to pay out-of·pocket expenses
fot• tpeir health care.
Realizing the necessity fot· a
solution to this problem, the
Board of Regents charged ,John
Fitzgibbon, director of ad·
ministrative services and infor·
mation resources, to develop
some representative
possibilities and forecasts for
the health care benefits dilem·
rna. These possibilities would
outline different levels of
dependent coverage and how

9:30-10:45 T Th
12:30 ~.m. MWF
2-3:15 T Th
Psy. 180 common

Dec. 18
3:30 MWF
7:30 MWF
4·30 MWF

Source: OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS GraphiC by HEATHER BEGLEY

of
the
Enro l lment
Management committee.
"Th ere are a lot of mixed
reviews," Baurer said.
Amy Way, a freshman
music education major from
Horse Cave, said she think s
her fr eshm an orientat ion
class has lasted too far into
the semester.
''Once a week all semester
is too much ," Way said. "I
feel like tours of th e fi ne arts
building and of th e Hbrary'
ar e things I can learn on my
own."
Ch ris Rettie, a fr eshman
music education major from

Hopkinsville, said he thinks
the course should be optional,
but he did learn something
in the course.
"I learned about the student
support services," Rettie said.
Baur er said he thinks the
Fres h man
Orientation
course has the potential to
serve Murray State students
in a positive way and can be
used as an outlet for
intr oducing ways that
students can get involved in
campus life.
"Our primary emphasis is
involvement and how we can
continue
it
to

u p perclassmen," Baurer
said.
The
committee
has
established six areas which
they would like students to be
exposed to and which they
feel might encourage student
involvement.
'fhe
areas
include
education, culture, society
and recreation, leadership,
service and wellness.
Baurer said the committee,
which is made up of students,
faculty and staff, will
present
its
final
recommendations
concerning
freshman
orientation in February.

Blues
Index
i j-----=A;..:.:;.,.C_L....:.....:...OSER
__
LO_O_K___, Memphis
Murray State University basketball
Helping others
Although the Christmas season usually signals a time to rest for many college students and
professors, others don't look forward to the
season.
The homeless and those who are less fortunate have difficulty with the holiday season. For
these people, the season is not quite as bright,
Some groups plan to help make Christmas
better this year by donating food or toys to these
paople.
Stories on Page 5

fans will have a chance to see the sights
Memphis and catch a Racer game.
The MSU Alumni Association and the
Racer Athletic Association, with the help
of the office for development and alumni
affairs, is sponsoring a weekend trip to
Memphis and then on to Oxford, Miss.
to see the Racers take on the University
of Mississippi Jan 3-4.
The trip includes a brunch, a pregame reception and the game itself.
The deadline for reservations is Dec.
18. For more information call762-300 1
or 762-3737.

Around the OVC ....................... 12
Arts & Entertainment ................ 10
Campus Life ............................... 7
Cartoons .................................. 1 0
Classifieds ................................ 13
Commentaries ........................... 4
Focus ........................................ 5
Letters ....................................... 4
Newsbriefs ................................. 2
Police Beat. ................................ 3
Scoreboard ............................. 13
Sports...................................... 11
Sports Commentary .................. 11
Sports Notebook ...................... 12
Viewpoint ................................... 4
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Senate evaluates ~
admissions policy .

NEWSBRIEFS
Professor writes book
Bob Lochte, assistant professor in the department of journalism and radio-tele\'ision and director of the Murray State
television studios, recently published a book and an article
on interactive television instruction.
The book, titled Interactive Television and Instruction: A
Guide to Technology Technique. Facilities Design and
Classroom Management is a 137 page hardback instruc·
tional book. His article, "Lessons Learned From Two Years
of Teaching by Television," appeared in the September/October issue of Teleconference News.
Lochte said he had assistance in production of the book. Or·
ville Herndon designed the layout while Rodney Freed and
Barry Johnson, photographer, contributed photographs. The
book will be available in January 1993.

Staff Report

Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions and records,
spoke to the Student Senate
division of the Student
Government Association
about a proposal to raise the
admission standards for
incoming freshmen to
Murray State University on
Wednesday.
Bryan said the committee
proposes that incoming
freshmen have an ACT score
of 15; have graduated in the
top ha1f of their high school
class and have fulfilled
specified
pre-college
curriculum requirements.
"Now
anybody
in ·
Kentucky can get into
Murray State," he said. ''We
want to put standards and
demands on students coming
here."
Bryan said this proposal is

Foreman presides over session
Terry H. Foreman, associate professor and chair of the
department of philosophy and religious studies recently
presided over a session at the annual meeting of the
American Academy of Religion (AAR) in San Francisco.
Foreman· presided over a session of the History of the Study
of Religion titled "The Historical Development of
Phenomenological Approaches to the Study of Religion.''

Fellowships available
Graduate fellowship programs are being offered by the U.S.
Department of Energy and administered by the Oak Ridge
Institute for Science and Education. They will provide full
payment of tuition and fees, monthly stipends and the opporLunity to gain practical experience at a DOE laboratory.
Awards will vary depending on the specific program and
degree being pursued.
Applications are being taken through Jan. 25, 1993 and
awards will be announced in May 1993. For applications or
additional information, contact Tom Richmond or Cheryl
Terry, ORISE Fellowship Programs, Oak Ridge Institute for
Science and Education, Science and Engineering Education
Division. P .O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn., 37831-0117, or call
(615) 576-2194 or (615) 576-9558.

Summer research opportunities
The U.S. Department of Energy's Student Research Par·
ticipation Program (SRP) is offering undergraduate students
the chance to spend ten weeks next summer collaborating
with federal scientists.
The SRP is for sophomores, juniors and seniors majoring in
engineering, physical and life sciences, mathematics, com·
puter science or social sciences.
Application deadline is Jan. 21, 1993. For application
materials or more information contact Pat Pressley at (615)
5761083 or the Student Research Participation Program,
Sctence and Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge In·
stitiut~ for Science and Education, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridget
Tenn., 37831-0117.

not complete.
"This is just our first draft :
of ic!eas."
Bryan said the change io
geare~ toward. increasing the :
retention of MSU students.
In other business, Bill
Benriter, director of food
services, said the meal
program with McDonald's
will be terminated Dec. 18
because the on-campus food '
services have suffer ed
monetarily.
,
Benriter said Fast Track, Hart Deli and the Stables are
the primary places that have ~
had decreases in sales.
r
"This has taken more
money off-campus than we ~
would have liked,'' he said.
Benriter said the program·
may begin again in Feb., but•
it may involve a variety of
businesses.

Counselors trained
By ANDREA JONES
Stall Writer

TROPHY CASE?
•

A deer's head was found nailed to the shoe tree In
the quadrangle Monday. The physical plant was
notified and sent workers to remove the deer's head.
Public safety Is Investigating the Incident.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Closing. Residence halls will close at 9 a.m. on Dec 19 for
Christmas break. They will reopen at noon on Jan . 10.
• Closing. Waterfield Library Will be open from 8 a.m to 5 p.m. on
Dec. 21 . 22 and 23. It will be closed Dec. 24 through Jan. 3
• Closing. Food services will have special hours next week. Stables
will close at B p.m on Dec. 12·17. Pony Express, Thoroughbred Room
and Sugar Cube will close at 1 p.m. on Dec. 12·18. Hart Deli and Fast
Track will close at 8 p m. on Dec. 12·17. Winslow Cafeteria w111 operate
its normal hours Dec. 12·18 Food services will resume normal hours
the week of Jan. 11 .

New selection methods and
advanced leadership training
will make the 1993 Summer
Orientation counselors more
prepared for their positions of
guidance for incoming
ft·eahman.
The Summer 0 counselot·s
were chosen on the basis of an
application, interview, 15 hours
of completed University credit
and a four hour group
workshop.
Lisa O'Nan, admissions
counselor, said the group
workshop "gives the students a
better idea of what they will be
doing as counselors and tests
how comfortable they feel work·
ing in a group."

The workshop included
icebreakers, impromtu
speeches and other group ac·
tivities. Once the potential
counselors completed all the
criteria. O'Nan, Paul Radke.

director of school relations, and
the former Summer 0
counselors chose enough ap·
plicants to fill the vacant spots
on the staff.
Each counselor is now re·
quired to take GUI 450, a
leadership course, to enhance
their leadership skills. Don
Robertson , associate vice president of student affairs. said the
courHe will incorporate the
traditional Summer 0 training
and additional leadership
exercises.
"The class will help them (the
counselors) come to grips with
their leadership style," Robert;
son said.
The class includes guidance
in how to work with a small'
group, communication and '
working as a team. With these
skills, Robertson said he will tie
in the training the counselor~
need to deal with new students',
which includes interpersona1
skills and creativity.

Creekview Self-Storage
WarehousesShoney's
located on Center Drive
be~d

5' X 10' -- $20
5, x 16, __ $25
8' x 10' _ $30
10' x 16' ___ $40

759-4081 .... Less

• ;.

expens1v~

more converuent
.. 24-hour access

Plus one month's refundable security deposit

Congratulations

~

Finals
. /1.~ Week Specials!
rx;JI' Stnall 1 Topping $3.99
I~rge

1 Topping

$5.99

999 2-liters- Coke, Sprite, Diet Coke
PLUS
999 Breadsticks

•
(l

4,

~

HOURS: Mon. thru Thun. llAM- 12:30 AM
Fri. &: Sat.
11AM • 1:30AM
Sunday
Noon -11:30 PM

~

~.

~

•

~~

Serving

MunayS~re
University

753-6666 .

.....................................
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.Organization may go national
Sorority deferred rush
begins spring semester

POUCEBEAT
Nov. 30

.

By JENNY WOHLLEB

1:00 p.m.- Wheel covers reported stolen from a vehicle
parked at Stewart Stadium parking lot.
5:30 p.m.- Student's right eye irijured at the Fine Arts
building. Transported to hospital by officer.

Staff Wrtter

A new national sorority
may be on the agenda for
Murray State next semester.
Theta Chi .Delta, a local
sorority
founded
in
September 1988, is looking
for a charter from a national
sorority.
The Panhellenic Council
voted last week to petition
Alpha Xi Delta to establish a
Chapter on campus.
Jane Hall, Panhellenic
advisor, said the Theta Chi
Deltas
came
to
the
Panhellenic
Council
requesting help to go
national.
"Right now, they are
associate
Panhellenic
members," Hall said. "We
sent out notices to nationals
that we had a local sorority
interested in going national.
"Two have visited the
campus, Alpha Xi Delta and
Alpha Sigma Tau. They
made presentations to the
girls about what they expect
and what to expect of them.
They also looked at how
many sororities are on
campus, if they have been
successful, the number of
girls on campus and how
many are interested in
rush."
Hall said if Alpha Xi Delta
decides to accept the
invitation they will send
some of their members to
start the chapter.
"They'll start a pledge
program of sorts, only not
that extensive," Hall said.
"They'll come in and get
everything started.
1
"I have no doubt they were
pleased with Theta Chi
Delta," Hall said, "but they
have to consider many
things before bringing a
~apter to campus."
Marsha Snawder, a senior
accounting major from
Georgetown, Ind., is the
p~sidmrt pf, ';I'Pet,a C.Qi Delta11
She saic:J ell the mexnbera ~e
excited about the upcoming
change.'

Dec. 1
12:13 a .m.- Two males refused to leave Elizabeth Hall lobby. Gone when officer arrived.
12:50 p.m.- Noise complaint on 700 block of College
Courts.
12:05 p.m.- No irijuries in an auto accident in J & T parking lot.
3:42 p.m.- Citation given to MSU student for running a
red light at Five Points.
11:29 p.m.- Resident of Woods Hall receiving threatening
phone calls.
11:40 p.m.- Vandalism reported from Wells Hall. So-,
meone poured coffee creamer and sugar onto coffee pot,
records, floor and hallway.

.!Y JE~NY \yOHLL£8 ; '
Staff Writer

or

Have you ever tboqht
·.~ a
sorority, but did not feel lib eemtq to
~ ee:r1y tor ran rub?
TOday ie the last day lot l'l'ftb•aD
~en and up~rclamnen W.
for·
aprinJ rush.
· ~,, ,

-l.ql

Dec.2

-The Panhellenic Cotmcil _.Jft ··YoW
on cbangina to deterred rula, ·~ a

4:12p.m.- Jacket reported stolen from computer lab in I &
T building.
10:04 p.m.- Someone set trash can on fire in men's
bathroom in Carr Health building.
10:44 p.m.- Anonymous caller to Hester Hall desk advised
that a man with a knife was in the stairwell. Building search·
ed from top to bottom. Nothing found. It was a bogus call.
False report charges being investigated on caller.

student must wait one ........ before
pledgiDJ a sorority.
J~ ~ PanheU.nic •dvilor• eaid J:Uih
1 will be Uut e&Ule ~ in "~ •·· /i "
•Jt~a ao~ that'• been~·.·.. . . .

r: :r~~::::.:h=d· :~~=~
ru•. 4eeic1edJ•
tO

Dec.3

12:16 a .m.- Richmond Hall resident receiving threatening
phone calls.
1:41 p.m.- Auto accident without irijuries at 16th and
Hamilton streets.
4:22 p.m.- Springer Hall resident being harrassed.
8:30 p.m.- Mouse in, apartment in 100 block of College
Courts.
9:24 p.m.- Two chairs stolen from Curris Center. MSU
student gave description of truck and license number. Chairs
to be returned.
9:26 p.m.- Trash fire in men's restroom of Carr Health.
11:01 p.m.- Sony radio stolen from room on third floor of
Hester Hall.
11:02 p.m.- Wallet reported stolen from Carr Health
building.

need a aemeater o( .-.hool behind them."

Hall said PanheUenic thoupt abn.t
w.ttijlg until the eptm, INUileltel' or.t9H to
hc>ld another fo~ .
but
WOuld not be fair. th6 aororitiH. '
'"We had the option to do two bil.l'llltbel m
a row or wai\," Hall eaicL "It W88Jl'\ fair
for •tbe eororitiea to wait a ,ur ad a half to

pt anot.ber big p:t.dp cJaa. "
BaU taid it win tale pt9ple on ~ a
w~ to unde.n tand the change~. ~~·
"YOu. won't ba.ve to come clcnn1 be1bre the
8tart of the temeater. a1t.boulh
may have to come down a couple of ..,.
early.• Ball eaicl. '"We didn't want to ~tali

-oat·,....,_

"At iust we were kind of
scared because we didn't
know what to expect," she
said. "It's scary because
there will be a lot of changes.
Now we're getting excited aa
it's getting nearer."
Snawder said they are
looking for a sorority that not
only has a lot to offer them
but the campus as well.
"We're looking for a
national th•t will let tqe
girls be individuals and , bf.,
their own person," she said.
"We want to work with the

Dec. 4
9:49 a.m.- Med-0 -Vac arrived at stadium to transport
patient.
2:50 p.m.- Jacket recovered. Reported stolen Dec. 2.
Dec. 6 2:19p.m.- Report of the odor of marijuana on fifth floor
Hart Hall. Nothing found.
9:42 p.m.- Franltlin, Hall resident reported speakers
stolen from his vehicle'.
10:17 p.m.- Clothes stolen from laundry room on first floor
Richmond Hall.
,
11:42 p.m.- Guys throwing snowballs at windows of Spr·
inger Hall. Snow brought back from Kansas City, MO.

we're unsure of what we're
doing. "
Snawder said one of their
big goals after going
national is getting a house of
Snawder said they have their own.
received tremendous support
"That is a goal of both the
from the other sororities on nationals we talked to," abe
campus throughout this said, "But that's a year or
process. All sororities were two down the road."
invited to attend the meetings
Snawder said another.
where the national sororities reason they want to go
made presentations.
national is to have that
"We:re
raalJv
gllld
th~Y. support network.
lo I
r.: ,
. ,I
J
'"'t ,, ~n-·
h .
came,
she said.
They
J.t's
ard to take of
asked a lot of questions that problems without nationals
we· haail't thought of because to consult," Snawder said.
sorority and still be
individuals. Individualism
is something we've always
stressed."

Dec. 7

12:48 a .m.- Fire crackers shot off outside Franklin Hall.
10:52 a.m.- Noise complaint in 700 block of College
Courts.
Infor,r,nptit?n for Poli<:e Beat '+'f%8 gathered and cornpil~d by ~n
drea Jones, staff writer, from materials avai(able to the public
2!.!_he public safety office.

IU

r

the Housing Office
would like to thank the
Custodians, Hall Receptionisi!J Office Workers,
Security Guards, and 11anaymen
for al[their hard work this year
•

r,
I /1

MURRAY STATE
DORM RESIDENTS

.. '
.,

cu. {~( .

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector BEFORE leaving
campus and RECEIVE your $15 deposit back! I
WE WILL BE COLLECTING EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEEHOUSE, DEC. 16-18

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

CABLE
VlSl:N
It is MANDA TORY that all
students return this equipment
on these dates!I
753-5005

Q?llort27

froiD the staff of
The

rt7Et

0.,)

!

..,. "l
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VIEWPOINT
LETTERS

EDrrORIAL

.

Organizations and
students should
back new Center

.

J

!Dea't ~a.nta,
Clh.l!.u. ~ only on£ thln9 WI!. want {'tOm you
th.i~ C!h'tldma.~. -- that l~ a unlu£uliy whtah
unde.utand~ tht!. n££d~ and wanh of the
dudenh.

1ocn,

Clh.l!. c::t1ttu~totay dtat£ dV£Wi_

Christ's birth remembered
tOtll 1
'11

It

•

f

(

The

Murray State News

During
Thanksgiving
break I made a trip to Silver
Dollar City which is a theme
park close to Br anson, Mo.
They have over a million
Christmas lights up, and it
makes an incredible display.
The highlight of my visit
was the train ride around the
park at night. It was the best
way to see all the lights.
Displays
of
reindeer,
candyca n es,
wreaths,
Christmas trees, Santa Claus
and many other things
associated with Christmas
had been set up.
Near the end of the trip, the
conductor announced that tbe
most important part of the trip
was up ahead, and we would
be stopping so we could hear
about the real meaning of
Christmas.
We stopped and a man
came out of a~ old shed and
told the Biblical account of the
birth of Jesus Christ, th e
saviour of the world. He
shared how angels appeared to
shepherds and told them about
the birth of their saviour. He

MARK
RANDALL
Guest
Commentary
related how the son of God
was born in a stable. He
shared how Jesus spent his
whole life giving to others
and meeting their many
different needs : spiritual,
physical,
mental
and
emotional. Then he shared
how Jesus Christ loved
everyone so much that he gave
his life so that we might have
eternal life. It made me think
how easy it is with all the
hustle and bustle to forget
what Christmas is really all
about.
1 went to the library and
looked
up
in
several
encyclopedias the word
Christmas. I found out that
these authoritative sources all

said it was the day people
celebrate the birth of Jesus
Christ. I think it is great that
people ~round the world are
celebrating His birth. I thinkt
it is also very neat that people
give to others more during
this season than any other.
I believe that what Jesus
constantly did was to give
Himself even when it was not
convenient and it hurt. God
chose to come down and dwell
with us so we can relate to
~im. Jesus ~nows what it was
like to be reJected, betrayed by
friends, falsely accused and
misunderstood.
I would encourage you to
remember Him as we
celebrate His birthday. T~o
presents that we could give
God would be first, to make a
100 percent commitment to the
Lord and second, to do
something for someone that
cannot ~epay you in the name
of ~hnst. Have a Merry
Christmas!
Mark Randall
Chi Alpha campus minister
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To the Editor:
U pon reading the Dec. 4
edition of Th~ Murra.y S tate
News, I was shocked and
appalled to discover that the
rumors I had been bearing
about the Pike pledges were
true. I had assumed that the
stories I had heard of 12
pledges beating a pregnant
wom an and then forcefully
removing her husband from
the premises were more
exaggeration than fact.
N ow I am even more

disgusted. The reported
incident has nothing to do
with "poor judgement" or
being "just young and dumb."
It has to do with destruction of
property, kidnapping and
attempted murder.
Association
with
a
fraternity does not give
exemption from the Jaw or
ethical
behavior. This
situation is being legally
i nvestigated, but I do not
believe that this is enough.
We, as students, have a

personal obligation to speak
out against such ridiculous
displays of ''bad judgement"
and heedless violence.
I hope that the perpetrators of
this crime are punished to the
full extent of the law, but I
also hope that students and
student organizations will reevaluate the examples their
actions or "rules" are setting
for others.
Carolee Mitchell
senior

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
a portion of Terry Harewood's
commentary, "University
should
do
more
for
minorities," which appeared
in the Dec. 4 issue of The
Murray State News .
I cannot address the
financial
and
dietary
concerns discussed, although
I am in assent with the
principles behind them.
Mr. Harewood briefly
addressed his hopes for what
MSU's new Multicultural
Center could be and expressed
his disappointment for wh(lt
he
believed
were
its
shortcomings.
I would stress the point that
the MCC is new and that in
these difficult financial
times, it lacks funding or
staff which are independent
from those of Minority
Student Affairs.
This latter state of affairs
exists simply because it was
their idea to begin with, sort
of. The original proposal had
been for an African Heritage
Center. Over those not-so-long
summer
months,
the
adminstrative higher-ups,
motivated
by
political
correctness and similar
decisions
by
other
universities, decided to alter
the title of this project from
African
Heritage
to
Multicultural.
The fact remains, however,
that it is those students who
were involved with the
original proposal who have
the easiest access to the space
and have taken the greatest
advantage of it.
Let me emphasize that the
MCC is a space to use and not
a fully-staffed office and is
not designed in any way to
address the concerns brought
up at this time. Currently, the
MCC has one volunteer not
directly attached to the Office
of Minority Students Affairs. ,
Early next semester, this
volunteer will officially send
out a letter to all student
organizations, department
chairs and deans inviting
them
to
contribute
programming and exhibition
ideas (and hands) for the
MCC . I hope that Mr.
Harewood and others who feel
similarly will encourage the
organizations of which they
are members to propose such
programming and use the
Multicultural Center, in a
manner which they see as
appropriate in he l ping
address their concerns.
•
I do not believe that students
need
wait
for
the
administration to develop
these solutions. The MCC and
other spaces designated as
forums where the students are
to determine programming
and usage are opportunitie~
for us to effect the course of the
institution.
Christopher Wilkey
senior
The Murray State News

..

welcomes letters to the editor. The
deadline for submitting is -' p.m.
on the Monday prior to Friday's
paper. Letters are published as
space allows, and the News
reserves the right to edit letters.

Cuts to forensic team budget hurt many ·
To the Editor:
I'd like to comment on
Libby Figg's article ("Speech
team deals with budget cuts,"
12/92). While I welcome
exposure of the team's budget
dilemma, I believe the article
underestimates the severity of
the problem.

American
Forensic
Association
National
Individual
Events
Tournament. The AFA-NIET
is the toughest college
national tournament.

' Since 1987, the team has
consistently had students
advance to final rounds at
national tournaments while
The MSU forensic team has being a dominating force in
had
a
long
Jist
of the region.
accomplishments. In 1987, the
team placed 6th at the
Forensics is one of the best

activities that helps to draw
attention to MSU.
I am from Orlando, and I
would not be here if I hadn't
been exposed to Murray State
students through forensic
tournaments.
In the "real world," a
competent communicator has
an excellent chance of
success. Perhaps we should
all recognize that a cut in the
forensic team's budget is not
just hurting its membf:!rs. It is

I

also hurting MSU's image to
prospective students.
~
It is unfortunate that MSU
doesn't recognize forensics as
a worthwhile activity. But
then again, perhaps if you
could measure the team's
competitive experiences in
terms of win/loss records, we
too might have a $50,000
budget.
Erin Lucaa:
assistant director of forensics
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Hidden homelessness
;Murray transitional home projected to help homeless get back on right track
...

•By KEI I y MENSER
·Staff Writer

When most people think of the holiday season,
•celebrating Christmas with the traditional
'trimmings takes on a new meaning for many.
' Several people in the Calloway County area
nave no home to which they can go. They are
.homeless.
, Students and Murray residents may not
;realize just how many people are homeless in
:the area, said Jan Pooley, president of the
Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home
Board.
"It's very much hidden," she said.
• One reason it is so hard to find an exact figure
on homeless persona is because they may live
with friends or relatives, but have no home of
their own, Pooley said.
Kathie Gentry, executive director for Need
Line, agreed. She said in Calloway County
schools last year, 53 children were reported in
such homeless situations. This number could
imply 16 to 20 fruqilies, Gentry said.
l District Judge Leslie Furches, who serves as
llecretary/treasurer for the Transitional Home
Board, offered several reasons why residents in
the area may become homeless.
r "But where I see it particularly is With young
men who are not juveniles...and they're just
pretty much on their own,• she said.
• Another common cause of homelessness is
'unemployment, Furches said. For instance, a
family may be evicted if they cannot pay their
rent because of the loss of a job.
t However, Susan White, executive director of
_Calloway County's United Way, said
.unemployment is leBS of a problem than
.underemployment.
t "Several people may have three or four jobs
that help them get by, but it's not really enough
ffor them to live on,» White Bala.
,~,...-...........-~~----:~~
Even with several jobs, an individual or a
family may find itself at or below the "poverty
level."
r
For the local United Way, the annual income

J

which constitutes that level is $8,420 for a
family of two; $10,560 for a family of three;
$12,790 for a family of four; and $14,840 for a
family of five, White said.

White said it is easier to compute the number
of persons living below the poverty level than
those considered homeless. She said about 17.7
percent of the population of Calloway County

;Groups sponsor philanthropic events
to brighten holiday season for some
t

•

By KATHY EIDSON
Staff Writer
1 This Christmas

will prove to
be both an entertaining and
educational experience for area
t:hildren.
: Regional organizations and
pusinesses are sponsored
~Merry
Reading"
for
underprivileged children.
This program is designed to
collect books for children in
pre-school through the eighth
grade.
· "'We are collecting books for
children who would otherwise
~ot be getting them for
Christmas," Kate Locbte,
interim manager of WKMSFM, said.
"This grew out of our
concern that children who are
underprivileged should receive
books for Christmas," Locbte
said.
The donation boxes will be
collected in early December
and the books will be'
distributed by volunteers
befo-re Christmas.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority distributed
books collected from their
house and Waterfield Library
at their annual Toys for Tots
Christmas party.
Ben Graves, director of
the Calloway County Public
Library, said the response from

Helping others
• Am~rican Humanics
is sponsoring· Coats
for Kids program. Drop
off boxes are located
around campus. The
group also sponsored
a Project Harvest food ,.,
drive this fall.
• NeedLine in the
Weaks Center collects
food for the less
fortunate and gives
out food baskets to
qualified individuals.

a

this area has been good.
"We
want
these
children to get into the habit of
reading so that even their
cliildren will get into this
habit," Graves said. *We've got
to start somewhere."
Books purchased from
Waldenbooks in Kentucky
Oaks Mall for the purpose of
donating to the "Merry
Reading• program will be
discounted 10 percent.
-rhe response has been fair
here, but we hope it will start
picking
up
after
Thanksgiving," Ron Peters,
manager ofWaldenbooks, said.

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Many area organizations will be puHing gifts under the
trees for many of this region's Impoverished.

l

1
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A closer look at issues in the news

lives in povetty, which translates into about
5,300 individuals.
Individuals and families with low incomes
may seek help from several agencies, including
Need Line, West Kentucky Allied Services and
the Kentucky Department of Human Resources.
But as for the homeleBS, "Right now in
Murray, we have no way to help anyone out,"
Pooley said.
All of this may change, though.
Representatives from several social service
organizations and interested community
members have been meeting for nearly 18
months to establish a transitional shelter ibr
persons who have become temporarily homeless
because of crises.
According to the by-laws for the MurrayCallaway County Tranaitional Home Board Inc.,
• A crisis may be burnout, eviction, inability to
find housing because of unemployment or
underemployment, spouse abuse, substance
abusers who have mmpleted treatment, or other
such emergencies."
,
The transitional home, Furches said, will be
modeled after the Paducah Cooperative
Ministry Shelter for the Homeless. She said
later this month the board hopes to decide on a
building lot or an already existing house located
near the downtoWn. area.
The Mwrty-Calloway County shelter would
house between three and five families or
individuals for up to 30 days, during which time
employment, training and permanent housing
should be sought Pooley said. Extensions may
be granted by the board.
More than likely, not all ofthe residents
would stay the full30 daye, Pooley said .
In fact, Tracie Jadtson, program director for
Paducah Cooperative Ministry, said the PCM
shelter averages 50 to 60 residents per month,
though there ia only room for abOut 30 at a time.
Furches said the purpose of the transitional
home would "'not just be to provide a roof over
their heads, but to provide them with the ability
to help themselves.•

Leaders need to
examine priorities
An old man on a street
comer in the Georgetown
area ofWashington, D.C.
appealed to passers-by
during a muggy evening this
summer.
,
The same man appealed to
workers near downtown
during the day.
Passers-by
generally
ignored the man, but he
continued day after day to
offer his plea for money as
people passed by him.
This scene may seem sad
for many people not
accustomed to seeing the
plight of the homeless, but
for those who see it
everyday, it is almost
normal. However, most
people pass by the homeless
on the street corners in D.C.
without giving any money.
Why? Many people are
afraid of giving money to a
homeless person on the
street corner in a big city especially the murder capital
ofthe U.S.
During my internship in
D.C., I noticed these persons,
but like others, I was scared
to give some homeless any
money. Before I left for my
internship, one of my friends
told me not to give any
money to the homeless
because he had a bad
experience. In his situation,
he gave a few coins to a
homeless person who got up
from the street corner t&

LEIGH
LANDINI
Associate
Editor

chase

him

through

Georgetown.

A scary situation! So that
could explain why many
people ignore the homeless
problem.

H owever, ignoring the
homeless
problem
in
.America isn't just limited to
tbe citizena of D.C. It seems
as if our government does a
good job of ignoring the
homeless, but yet doesn't
even blink at sending troops,
food and aid to country with
no government - Somalia.
Although the Somalis
deserve some aid from the
first world countries,
shouldn't the U.S. begin
solving global problems at
home? Common sense would
tell anyone that we should
worry about our own
interests, but we seem
determined to bail out a
small,
underdeveloped
fourth world country that
has factions of warlords
fighting for control.
As the holidays approach,
let's continue to help fight
hunger on the home front.
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Volunteer squad faces dangers
!JY MAGGIE CARTER

when he entered a burning :
house.
"I felt like I was on fire, it
was like a backdraft and the
fire was blowing on me," he
said.
Kessler said all danger
aside, he enjoys helping
others in the community.

Reporter

Whether it's a house
engulfed by fire, a car
accident
or
a
child
drowning, six Murray State
University
student
volunteers of the Calloway
County Rescue Squad will
respond within minutes.

Helping others is what a
volunteer is all about .
Without these volunteers the
rescue squad would not be
possible, he said.

These students manage to
study, work for the rescue
squad and some even have
other jobs.

CONSEQUENCES OF COLUMBUS
'

J on Muller, c hairman o f the department of
anthropology at SIU lectured on "The Southeastern
Native Americans on the Eve of Columbus" at the
Native American Legacies sym posium at Wrather
Museum Tuesday, December 8.

The volunteers from MSU
include: Mike Keown, a
junior occupational safety
and health major from
Owensboro, Brian Haywood,
a senior occupational safety
and health major from
Paducah, Danny Fleming, a
senior occupational safety
and health major from
Murray, Tim Larson, a
senior computer engineering
technology major from
Murray, Charlie Car den, a
senior safety and health
major from Fordsville, and
Brad Kessler, a junior

Carden said many people do
not realize that the rescue
squad is all volunteers.
Photo by JUO COOK

~an Fleming, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Murray volunteers his time to the Calloway
County Rescue Squad to help out his hometown.

education
Murray.

major

from

be a firefighter ever since I
was a kid," he said.
The. volunteers have a very
Larson said he enjoys
exciting
job, yet danger is
working as a volunteer as a
still present.
hobby.
"I have always wanted to
Kessler said he remembers

"Sometimes I feel we don't
get the recognition we
deserve," he said.
Greg Cherry, chief of the
rescue squad, said the
volunteers have done a great
job and that more are needed.
"Their overall perform·
ance has been really good,"
he said. "They've seen ·
everything including houses
burning completelY.."

Proposal seeks to give returning students second chance
By AMY GREWE
Assistant Ne\'fs Ed1tor

Many students who began college years before and had to
quit are often haunted by their past academic experiences.
However, a proposal recently submitted to the Undergraduate
Studies Committee could help them deal with it.
If passed, the Academic Second Chance Policy· for
returning students would grant those who have been out a
minimum of five years academic forgiveness for one or
more semesters in which they earned grades lower than a
"C . u
Billie Burton, coordinator of adult outreach in the center for

continuing education, said this is something she has thought
Nancey France, chair of Undergraduate Studies
about for a long time.
Committee, said they had a discussion on the proposal
"One of the problems we have seen is students came to · December 3.
college ~d did very poorl~, then .ten or. flfteet;l years later
France said the committee will discuss the proposal again
they realize w~t they lost, she S81d. "This ~roVldes ~. way to before voting on it. If they vote in favor of the proposal it will
allow them to disregard that former acade1111c record.
be sent to Academic Council. If Academic Council votes in
Burton said to be able to apply for academic forgiveness a favor of the proposal it will then become a policy.
student must be out a minimum of five years. Once they
Burton is hopeful others will share her views on the
return they have to earn twelve credit hours and have a 2.5
GPA to demonstrate they have matured. Then they request in proposal.
"It is a fair way to treat students," she said. "Very few of us
writing to the admissions office in which semesters they
have
gone through life without making mistakes."
want a second chance.

The Sis~ers oC Alpha Delta Pi
would like to congratulate their
N e'W Initiates
.,..........--:?.
Janet Hester
Mendy Dossett .

from The MUrray State News

·~

Krissi Straub
Tony a PUckett

:~....,r-=-"-

Bobbie A nne Anderson
We're proud of you!
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Now December 14 through the 22
Buy Back Hours: 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.

CRSH FOR BOOKS I
Bring them backl
Whether used on this
campus or not . We buy
all titles having
resale market value.
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PUS LIFE
Holiday traditions examined
Staff Report

Photo by RON RUGGLES

FELINE FROLIC

Peanut the cat especially enjoys technology: Without It, he would never have gotten to see this electric train
as a Christmas tree decoration.

When Dec. 25 rolla around, children and adults flock
around the Chri.Jtmu tree and begin opening presents and
feasting. But why have these activities become part of the
Christmas tradition?
According to the World Boole Encyclopedia, the Christmas
tree probably developed in medieval Germany from the
'Paradise Tree,' a type of evergreen. The first Christmas
trees in the United States were used in the early 1800's by
German settlers in Pennsylvania. During the mid-1800's, the
custom of trimming the trees apread rapidly around the
world. Decorations include tinsel, bright ornaments, lights
and candy canes. A star or angel is mounted on top of many
tree&.
The Christmas wreath, like the trees, symbolizes the
strength of life overcoming the forces of winter. In ancient~
Rome, people used decorative wreaths as a sign of victory and
celebration.
The traditional Chriatmaa dinner comes from ancient
Europeans who feasted for several days at the end of the year.
Today'& customary dinner includes stuffed turkey, mashed
potatoes, cranberry eauce and a variety of other dishes. Some
families have ham or roast goose instead of turkey. Favorite
desserts include mince or pumpkin pies, plum pudding and
fruitcake. Eggnog is a popular Christmas beverage.
The tradition of giving gifts probably began in ancient
Rome and northern Europe. In these regions, people gave
each other small presents as part of their year-end
celebrations.

•

Christmas memor1es
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Wnter

Chr is tm as ha s many
different meanings to many
different people. However,
most people can agree that
Christmas changes every
year.
Mike Hall , a senior
~arket' ng
major ~ from
Ontario,~ Canada,
sai d
Chris tma s is differe nt now
that h e is older.
"Wh en you 're younger,
you get an excited about
opening presents," Hall said.
"Now it's n ot as important."
Hall said thi s could be a
rough Chris tm as for people
because of the recession.
"I don't th ink it will be a
good Christmas at all," Ha11
said. "Ever yone in Canada

is hurting for money . I'll with the Technological
s pend as much as I can Students Association."
Ashley
Morgan,
a
because it's Christmas and I
sophomore pre-medicine
like to give good presents."
Bryan
Gilliam,
a major from Paducah, said
freshman wildlife biology her Chrietmaa is more
major from Russellville, family oriented now she is
said Christmas is as exciting older.
for him now as it was when
"When I was young,
he was younger . .
Christmas was alJ about
"Every year gets better San ta and getting gifts,"
because I get what I want as Morgan said. "Now that I'm
compared to little kids who older, it's more fun to give
get the same old stuff," gifts and be with family."
Gilliam said.
·
Morgan said it is difficult
Gilliam said being away
from home is something he to miss doing seasonal
is used to, so it is not hard to activities with her family.
be
away
duTing
the
"Usually I'm there when
Christmas season.
they put up the tree, but now
"I'm used to being away when I get home, it's already
from home," Gilliam said, up and the presents are
"I go to a lot of conventions already wrapped," Morgan

said. "I used to help wrap the this time of the year.
Now we have to rent out a
presents."
"My family really geta reception hall to have
Marcie
Donkin,
a into Christmas with lots of Christmas. But I guess the
sophomore pre-medicine decorations," Donkin said. biggest change for me is my
major from Franklin, said "Our house looks like Chevy brother got married this year
Christmas is not as Chase' s in National and he won't be there in the
Christmas morning."
commercial for her as it used Lampoon's
Vacation . I miss doing
to be.
Brian
Berryman,
a
"I don't care so much about things with my family sophomore physics- \ major
getting stuff anymore," during the holidays."
from Paris, S(liiP.;.h,t;thinks
Donkin said. "I have more
Stuart Johnson, a semor more of his family,~during
fun giving gifts ."
biology and occupational
Donkin said her Christmas safety and health double Christmas as he gets older.
" It's
more
family
will not be affected by the major from Franklin, said
recession .
his Christmas has changed, oriented," Berryman said.
"It's a lot more special
"'With the economy being as well as stayed the same.
the way it is and the area I'm
"We
always
spend seeing relatives who have
from , people are losing jobs," Christmas Eve with my moved away."
Donkin said. "It makes dad's family and Christmas
Berryman
said
his
things harder, but it's still Day with my mom ' s," Christmas should be better
nice."
Johnson said. "My mom's because he has been away
Donkin said she misses side has changed because the from school and he is ready
being with her family during family has grown so much . to get home.

Role of religion in holiday differs
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writ-er_ _ _

-

---

What ever happened to the
true meaning of Christmas?
Is it buried beneath a11 the
packaging
of
cra ss
comm erciali s m in today's
society?
S tat e
F or
M u rr ay
Un ive rsity stude nts and
campus minis ters, the role
religion plays in their
Christmas differs.
Mark Randall , campus
minist er for Chi Alph a, said
Christmas is still a religious
experience for people.
"I think that it is neat that
even with the commerciali sm y ou s till see evidence of th e birth of Christ,"
Randall said . "You see
fami lies who s till put up
nativity scenes and people
sing songs about H is birth.
Charitable giving is up
during this time of year."
Randall said it is neat
people around the world still
celebrate Christmas.

"I think the real meaning
of Christmas, which is the
birth of Christ, has gotten
ove r s hadowed by other
things," Randall said. "But,
I think it is still the time of
year when people are more
·
religiously active. "
Charl ey Bazzell, campus
minis ter at the University
Chri s tian Student Center,
said h e has not seen any
s ignificant changes in
people's attitudes toward
Christmas and religion.
''The only change is that
i t ' s more commercial,"
B~zzell said. "They start
putting
up
Christmas
decorations
before
Halloween. When I was
young, we celebrated Christmas during Christmas."
Bazzell said a person needs
to look at religion as a whole
and not just the role it plays
during Christmas.
"I think that as a whole,
religion is playing less and

does not play an important
role in his Christmas
celebration.
"Religion doesn 't play a
big role , but for me
Christmas isn 't getting
things either," Phillips said.
Jenny
Harrison,
an
undeclared freshman from
Elkville, 111., said religion
plays a big role in her
Christmas.
is
very
" Religion
important to me because that
is the way I was raised,"
Harrison said. "''m more
spiritual now because I got
baptized this year."

"I think Christmas is like
Thanksgiving because it is a
time to be thankful and it is
a time to give, not to get,"
Harrison said.

Christmas customs
The celebration of Christmas is celebrated
differently throughout the world. Some countries, like Asia, do not have a large number of
Christians living there, so the holiday Is not
widely celebrated.
Australians and New Zealanders flock to the
beach for their Christmas celebration because
it falls during the summer.
Murray State University foreign students and
faculty explain some of their holiday customs.

Christmas sales
are on the rise.
Here is a comparison of the percentage of December
merchandise sales
compared to
previous years.
Grap hic by HEATHER BEGLEY

• Singles Christmas
music by the Showdown B
7:30p.m. to 12 a.m.
Currls Center
$5 per person

* Christmas

Cl:!rnlrl!' clr~Rin'l••

featuring gospel
The Nelsons a
Wendy
7p.m,

~~~

Lovett
$5in

Harrison said her family
has become much closer
since she and her mother
joined a Christian church.

0-A_S_
U_C_
E_O_F_I_.I_FE
_ _,

Very Merry
Christmas

Source: U.S. NEWS AND WORLD RPT.

less a role in people's lives,"
Bazzell said.
Benjie Belden, a freshman
manufacturing engineering
major from Turner, Ore.,
said Christmas is more
spiritualistic than materialistic for him.
"Being away from home
has a lot to do with it,"
Belden said. "Christmas is
one of the few times during
the year that I get to see my
family ."
Belden said he did not
always have this attitude
toward Christmas.
"When I was back in
grade school it was a lot
different because I really
looked forward to getting
toys," Belden said. "Now I
like to go to church during
the Christmas season, but
other than that my Mom has
to make me go."
Clay Phillips, a junior
finance
major
from
McClure, Ill ., said religion

Source: MURRAY TOURISM COMMISION Graphic by HEATHER B EGLEY

Classic holiday plays

Gifts for everyone

For anyone wanting to get into the
spirit of the holiday season, Playhouse
in the Park is presenting two one-act
plays perfect for Christmas.
Combined under the title Home for
the Holidays, the two productions are
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever and

Finding the perfect gift for the person
who has everything is often difficult,
especially if funds are low.
Here are some economical gift suggestions for even the most hard-toplease person on your list:
•handmade items such as decorated
baskets
•scented soaps, potpourri, bath oils
•gift certificates for favorite items
•survival kit made up offavoritesnacks
•cologne sachets
Remember it is not the gift, but the
thought that counts ...even when you
get fruitcake or wrong size undies I

Gift of the Mag(
Starring in the plays are some of
Murray's most talented children from
several different area schools
The plays are scheduled for 8 p.m.,
Friday and Saturday and at 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Playhouse in the Park.
For ticket information, call759-1752.
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Students schedule
visits, vacations
during holiday
!!Y ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

Photo by JUO COOK

FUN WITH BOOKS
Brian Wllmurth, a junior accounting major from East
Prairie, Mo., reads a Christmas story to Jennifer Goln
at a recent party for underprlvlledged children
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity and
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.

Wit h fin al examin at ions
all that remain of the fall
semest er, Murray State
University studen ts ar e
b eginning to finalize t heir
Christmas plans.
Most students will spend
the h oliday with t heir
families while some studen ts
will have the opportunity to
vacation before returnin g to
school.
Ca t h erin e S chwier, a
senior
o rgan iz a t i o n al
co mmun i cat i o n
and
marketing major, said she
plans to spend Christmas
with h er family in Spring
Lake, N.J .
Schwier said sh e will
spe n d tim e with h er
boyfriend and family in
New J ersey, then she will
travel to Captiva Island, Fla.,
before returning to Murray.
Li ke
oth er
fam i lies,
Schwier said her family has

a tradition at Christmas.
''All my cousins, aunts
and uncles and good friends
h a ve a Christmas pa r ty,"
Schwier said, "Th en we go t o
midn ight mass together."
Sh e said t h e best th ing
about Christm as for her is
going h ome, becau se she only
goes home in the summ er
and a t Christmas.
Mike P'Pool, a freshman
cr iminal ju stice major from
Cadiz, said h e is also going
h ome fo r Christmas to vi sit
with h is friends a nd family.
"My famil y goes
to
Chri s t mas
Eve m a ss , "
P'P ool said.
P'Pool said the best th ing
about Ch ristmas for hi m is
getting to see his cousins and
oth er family he does not see
throughout th e year.
Lisa T urner, a sophomore
elementary educat ion m ajor
from Cer ulean, said sh e will
also spend Christmas at her
parents' hou se.
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No Experience Necessary
WORLDWIDE EXPOSURE..
DISTIUBUTION TO MANY TOP

MODELING AND ADVERTISING
AGENCIES.
Soon to begin publication

MODEL SEARCH
MAGAZINE
W ayne Stafford
437-4041

Agent and
all sessions

Agent Consultant

are local

Photographer

Other promo
services
available

TraciGrace
on your Initiation Into
KAT!
Love, tlie sisters

Clothing, ·collectibles among gifts
with sequins are also in style
this season.
"We are selling a lot of unlin·
As students study for final ex·
ams and feverishly write their ed jackets that can be coor·
last papers, Christmas is swift· dinated with different pants
ly approaching. Local stores and skirts,'' Cunningham said.
She said people are not buy·
have been hearing the jingling
of cash registers as students ing plain slip·over sweaters as
squeeze their Yuletide shopp- mucH this year.
.'~The-y' are buying more
ing in between classes and
sweate rs with d ecorated
studying.
If clothing sales in local stores frontk ,'l.Jshe said.
are any indication of what "' Buffy'l Stretman. assistant
waits under the tree Christmas manager of Fashion Bug, said
morning, many Murray State fancy sweaters, especially those
University students should be decorated for the holidays, arc
returning to school in January popular as well as gold lame
blouses and jackets.
clad in flashy outfits.
"We also have a bodysuit
Jean Cunningham, manager
of Behi"'S( said her store is sell- with sheer sleeves and
ing loU;:.or stretch pants and aho1,1\d~r~ tbat i~ selJ~ng .~~11."
r1l"''
long sweaters. She said colorful Stretman said.
Lingerie is also a big seller
sweaters and dresses decorated
By LIBBY FIGG

Staff Writer

this season.
"Lingerie always does well
this time of year,'' Cunningham said.
For mal e~. sporty clothes are
popular this year.
''One of our top items is men's
rugbys," said Greg
McReynolds, manager of CornAustin.
McReynolds said customers
are buying rugbys in a variety
of styles including stripes,
neutrals, earth-tones and
brights. Other p opular
menswear this Christmas is
anything by Tommy Hilfiger,
as well as colorblock shirts, uni·
que sweaters and clothing by
Duckhead.
Students- intereated in pur~
chasing collectible gifts have a
wide selection to choose from

this year.
Aimee Darnell, supervisor at
Readmore Book-n-Card, said
popular co1lectible gifts this
year include an Elvis tree orna·
ment, a talking Star-Trek orna·
ment, items from the Santa
Maria collector's series and
Dicken's Village collectible
porcelain figures which can be
purchased individually or as a
::;et.

For the avid reader on one's
list, books are always a common choice. Darnell said two of
the more popular books this
season are The Way Things
Ought To Be by Rush Lim·
baugh and Madonna's Sex.
Other popular gifts include
the Far Side 1998 Desk Calen,
dar, troll dolls, Precious
Moments items, and Bibles.

®0

000®0
twin tity w~~t~rn ~t~r~
located Inside Twin City Carpet
Highway 45E S. Fulton,TN
(91)1) 479-1563
Hours:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. -6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Sunday 1-4 p.m.

W. ._ holl. Uts, •••h '''~' ahlrll, Roekf Moalllla
elofhii 'fir illlllt Aiftlft11 IH CIIWII ~Uien, faR 611
uru ~alp•elf ••• t1ppl11, Wrlftlltr Pro RNto jeant.

I4lplia (jamma 'De{ta
wislies everyone a

Merry Christmas!
(joocf Lucf( witfi finafs!
-~

RESERVE

OFFICERS '

TRAINING

CORPS

Any 2 9'' Pizzas
for

'

with choice of any 3 items
* extra cheese not considered an item
Expires Dec. 21, 1992
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
feea . They even pay a fiat rate for textbookt and supphes. You can also receive
ROTC awards sc:holarshtps to hundreds of
talented atudents. If you qualify, --~- an allowance of up to SIOOO each
achool year the scholarshiP is m
these ment·based 1cholarsh1ps can
help you pay tuluon and educational
effect. Fmd our today if you ~ualify.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIB'I'EST COli EGE

COOBS£100 CU'IUE.

For more information
Contact Captain Todd Harrison
(502) 762-4123
- w

-

Monday-Saturday 11 a.Dl.- 9 p.m.
==

:!rr:7
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International holiday customs
differ from U.S. traditions
By ROB HART_ _
Assistant Campus Life Editor

As American children wait
anxiously for the morning of
D<'cember 25th to see what San·
tn Claus (or Mom and Dad) left
under the tree the evening
before, children around the
world are celebrating the holiday season in sometimes the
..;a me ways, sometimes different
ways, and even sometimes on
different days.
"'fhe main difference with
Chri-;tmas in the Netherlands
is we don't exchange gifts on
Christmas," said Corine
Didcrik, a senior public relations and French major from
Oostzaan, the Netherlands.
''We still consider it to be the
holiday of peace, Jesus and
things like that, so we don't
have any materialiAtic things
involved."
Gifts are exchanged on Dec.
5th, St. Nicholas' Day, Diderik
said. Christmas is also
celebrated for two days, the
25th and 26th.
Katharina Reissing, a senior
political science major from
Ensc Bremen, Germany, also
said Christmas is celebrated for
two days in her country, one
day for the chw·ch and one day
foa· the state.
" To me. the 26th is still
Christmas, while it's not to
am·one el~c here," Reissing
said. "Once you've spent two
Christmas days al1 your life,
you go somewhere and you expeel it to be the same."
Both Reissing and Diderik
said there are very few fake
Chri~tmas trees in their coun ·
tries, and many people use real
candles on the trees instead of
electric lights. Also. trees are
put up closer to Christmas day
rthnn in the states.
"We get our trees up usually
about three or four days before
the 25th instead of like three or
our weeks before, and we take
it do~rn after New Years,"
Diclerik said.
Although Christmas seems
ik~ f: tqqger season in the
Pnited States, neither student•
minds.

Merry Christmas around the world
Country
Belgium
China

Greeting
Vrolljke Kerstmls
Sheng Dan Kualle
Joyeux N881
Hauskaa Joulua
Frftlllche Welhnachten
Kala Chrlstougenna
Buon Natale
Marl Kurlsumasu
Zatlg Kerstfeest
Gledellg Jul
Wesotych Swiat
Boas Festas
God Jul
Feliz Navldad

France
Finland
. Germany
Greece
Italy
Japan
The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Swedan
Spain

Source: WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
''Here people enjoy the - sports psychology major from
Christmas season so much Lower Hutt, New Zealand, is
longer because you have the a lso getting ready for a milder
decorations up so much Chrismas than usual.
longer,'' Reissing said.
"It's going to be interesting,''
"The decorations here are she said. "I'm going to Missouri
much more elaborate than they with a good friend. I'm used to
are back home," Diderik said. going to the beach and here it's
"We don't have the whole yards going to be cold.''
with all the lights. It's really
Some holiday traditions are
nice here, a lot nicer than it is the same between the two
back home."
cultures, especially the post·
Maurice French, a visiting Christmas dinner festivities.
professor of history from
"Everyone basically drinks a
Toowomba, Australia, said lot and gets merry," Moulder
Christmas in his country is a said.
big time for sports and for going
Christmas cheer varies from
to the beach.
the traditional egg nog and a
warm fire in Latin America,
"It's much more of an outdoor said Luis Bartolucci, professor
affair," French said. of geosciences.
"Barbecues are more common
"A nice Christmas is a
than around-the-table affairs."
Christmas by the swimming
One Australian tradition pool with tall tropical drinks,"
Americans may be unfamiliar he said.
with is Boxing Day, which falls
Latin America also celebrates
on Dec. 26th.
the Day of Innocent Saints on
"It's to give away unwanted Dec . 28th, which com presents to charity, but that's memorates the children killed
never been observed as far as I after the birth of Jesus, and
can recall," French said.
which Bartolucci said
Religion plays less of a role in resembles April Fool's Day in
Christmas down under, French this country.
said.
Children have one more day
"It is highlighted, but I think to receive presents on the conti·
not to the same degree of nent, Three Kings Day on Jan.
church attendence as in the 6th, which corresponds to the
states," he said. "But the two Catholic holy day of the
occasions ~ople go to church epiphany in which the wise
are ChristmJls and Euter."
men lencountered bthe baby;
Susan Moulder, a freshman Jesus, •

Congratulations
Sara Bernhardt
on being initiated
into Omicron
Delta Kappa

Photo by RON RUGGLES

DECORATIVE FIGURES
Wooden soldiers, ladders and reindeer flock around the base of the Christmas
tree located In the Currla Center. The tree Ia decorated with the traditional bows,
shiny ornaments and lights. The tree Ia similar to those found In many American
·
homes, usually decorated with lights, tinsel and popcorn strands.

Students prepare lists
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus L1fa Editor

With Christmas approaching
fast, many Murray State
University students and professors are hurriedly making
out their wish lists of what they
want Santa to leave under their
trees. If Santa obliges, their
presents will range from the
simple to the extravagant.
John Adams, associate pro·
fessor of English, has shifted
his holiday desires from the
materialistic to a higher goal.
"Having ah·eady received
almost anything material that I
might need, the one thing I
always want for Christmas is
peace of mind," he said. "The
materia] things that I have, I
have enough of and as· long as
they don't break and have to be

replaced, then peace of mind is
really the benefit of the
season."
Lynda Larremore, visiting instructor of library science, has
tailored her main request
toward practicality.
"What I really want for
Christmas this year is an umbrella," Larremore said. i'Gom·
ing from Oregon, you would expect that I would know better
that it rains out here, but I was
really not prepared fot the
amount of rain. So what I want
is an umbrella, more than one if
I can get my hands on them."
Larremore said she would
also like Santa to bring her
sollle country music tapes and
enough money to pay her bills.
· Jbhn Mlijbr, a senior wildlife
biology major from Russelville,

131(3 AP()L f

CAft

also has a simple wish for
Christmas.
"A new compound bow and
new arrows to go with it," he
said. "That's about all I want."
History professor Ken Wolf
wants something in his stocking that is on the minds of
many faculty and staff-restoration of the two percent
salary cut.
He is also hoping for
something from his book
publisher.
"This would be a good early
Christmas present," Wolf said.
"Before Christmas, I'd like to
get a report from my publishers
saying the readers all like my
book and they think they
should publish it im~~iately
w U h o u.:t a llly '£-h~ n g e s
whatsoever.''
.w

IVE BLUES MUSIC
L
EVERY
RDAY NIGHT
sATll
a\ }:30p.m·
Band Sl.CU"""
L-...ko

Featuring

Love, Your Sisters in
.!2L{plia Omicron Pi

OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:30 A.M.
Serving Mexican Food From 11:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Deli Sandwiches From 11:30 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Call-In Orders & Carry Out Available

COLIBRI

LEGRAND.

641SOUTH

PURYEAR, TN
901-247-5798

AFFORDABLE

LUXURY
FROM $29.95

The Sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to wish our

A Few Good
Men

'

Bnlliantly la~uered on solid brass, these
4u«lity wrihng instruments are ~as1ly
1'111:fa\ ~abk- .1nd cam• a llfl>tune mechanical
\\arrant) . A\"ail.lble u{b.JIJ pomt. fount.un pen,
roller ball and ,5mm pencil.

December graduates
the BEST of luck!

c~
Micliefson
JEWELERS
Open Suntfays 1·5 p.m. til Cliristma.s I
CHESTNUT BlLLS SHOPPING CENI'ER

'nSS-7695

We love you & will miss youl
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Technology aids
voice lessons
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

Photos by RON RUGGLES

NOTE WORTHY
Members of the Murray State
University concert choir, above,
perform at Sunday'& Hanging of
the Green In the Currls Center.
Right, Lee Sanders, a aenlor music
major from Metropolis, Ill., plays
the French hom as part of the MSU
Brass Quintet that welcomed in the
Christmas season. The holiday
ceremony was under the direction
of Brad Almqu i st, associate
professor In music. The Hanging of
the Green dates back to the early
1970' s and was first held In
Ordway Hall.

'Bodyguard' defends idea of love stories,
isn't manipulated by unnecessary sex
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

-----

Whitney Houston is just one
of the many fresh outlooks of
The Bodyguard, a new action/romance movie in theaters
now.
The Bodyguard stars boxoffice hit Kevin Costner as
Frank Farmer, an ex-Secret
Service agent turned commercial bodyguard. Houston plays
a spoiled pop star who is receiving threats on her life.
As in most romantic encounters at the theater, the couple hates each other at the start
of the film but eventually
comes to terms with its
feelings.
The love story is portrayed in
a relatively new fashion. The
love theory is never cheapened
by extravagant bedroom
scenes. No clothes are shed on
camera. A bedroom scene is effectively implied, giving the
viewer the same storyline
without sweaty, naked bodies
interfering with the image of
love. A bedroom scene was shot
for the film, however, Houston
did not feel comfortable with it
so it was eliminated.
Another interesting ~spect of
this movie is that, although a
story about a bodyguard calls
for violence, the violence is far
from excessive.
The suspense of the movie

REVIEW
comes with the number of
suspects that are introduced to
the viewer. The actual \'illian
or villians are relatively hard
to guess, so Farmer must
suspect everyone. Viewers find
themselves on the edges of their
seats wondering when someone
is going to try to altack as the
bodyguard constantly glances
around.
Farmer must keep his eyes on
everyone and everything at
once, always suspecting a
disaster. In one scene,
Houston's child tries to go sailing in a boat by himself.
Farmer immediately runs down
the beach and jumps into the
water, pulling the child, who
can't swim, from the boat. As
Houston's family is yelling at
Farmer for his action, the boat
blows up. Though the audience
originally suspected such an explosion, the fact that it occured
after the center of attention had
been placed away from the boat
rattled many in their seats.
In one instance, Farmer takes
the star and her family to his
father's cabin in the woods to
isolate them from the stalker.
The stalker follows and even
enters the cabin one evening.
Hearts pounded in the audience
as the sounds of the stalker

could be heard downstairs
while the bodyguard raced
upstairs to protect the family.
The assailant is partially
revealed in this scene as well,
making it one of the most
climactic of the film.
The technology used by
Farmer in The Bodyguard is
fa sci nati ng. His expertise
comes from his previous
employment with the Secret
Service. Farmer quit his job
with the agency because he
wasn't there the day Reagan
was shot. The radios in the
ears, jewelry with homing
devices in them and tight
security reveal the involved
and difficult job of a bodyguard.
Though Houston is a
newcomer to the big screen, her
performance is admirable. Her
inexperience in the acting
business gives her character an
innocence and freshness. This
makes the audience identify
with her more easily than with
actors that have been in the
business for awhile.
The Bodyguard is an exceptional movie that will keep
viewers returning again and
again. The film's fresh ap·
proaches to love, violence and
suspense, as well as Houston's
performance, contribute heavi·
ly to this love affair between
movie-goers and The
Bodyguard.

The invention of the video
camera has changed the way
people look at themselves. The
new technology is used in
almost every aspect:
surveilance, personal use to
record vacations, special occa·
sions, and music.
Kay Bates, associate pro·
feasor of music, has even gone
to the extent of using video
cameras in teaching her voice
classes.
"I was eligible for a professional development grant two
summers ago so, I decided to
take that grant and go to
observe the work at the Mem·
phis Vocal Care Center where
they have three speech
pathologists, a voice teacher
and a medical doctor on staff,"
Bates said.
"I spent the summer, two
days a week, observing them
working with people. I also took
a voice disorders class to learn
more about the physiological
portion of music," Bates said.
The Memph is Vocal Care
Center, one of five in the coun·
try, has a laboratory in its
facilities that can produce a
spectrograph of the voice.
The spectrograph allows the
musician to sing into a computer while the computer produces a picture of the voice. The
spectr ograph separates pitch,
vowels, accuracy, purity and
other sorts of information im·
portant to a singer.
'!'he spectrograph offers a uni·
que feature that can take a tape
of a professional singer and
compare it to another singer.
The spectrograph would then
produce charts of both musicians for visual comparisons.
"Voice has traditionaly been
taught and handed down from
teacher to pupil," Bates said.
Bates said understanding the
mechanics of the voice and how
it works makes the difference
in a teacher.
Bates first saw the technique
of using video cameras at the
workshops she attended and
decided to bring the fascinating
concept to Murray State.
The concept works by placing
a video camera beside the piano

player, who has a monitor sit·
ting on the piano. Another
monitor is placed so the student
may also view himself.
Bates said this method
enables the students to watch
themselves more effectively
than the traditional mirror
method.
"Of course we (MSUl don't
have the lab and it would cost a
fortune to have one, so I'm doing the next best thing," Bates
said.
Bates is video taping the
voice lessons and having the
students take the tapes home to
view three times during the
week until the next lesson.
"This enables the students to
progress a little faster. Voice is
slow. It is not like piano. If you
have a problem with piano, you
can go into the practice t·oom
and practice for three hours and
fix it," Bates said.
Bates decided to write a bJ"ant
last year to get the equipment
because she did not feel that
she could afford the equipment
herself.
"My feeling was that every
voice studio should be set up
this way," Bates said.
Bates could not just go to the
administration and ask for the
grant without some research so
she set up a research project.
The project includes a control
group of freshmen who are
taught traditionaly. Another
group is taught by video taping
every lesson for viewing outside
of class at least three times.
The third group is video taping
its lessons and is also working
with a speech pathologist for 30
minutes a week.
All three g1·oups were
pretested on many aspects of
musical ability by a speech
pathologist.
As the research project nears
its end this week, the three
groups will undergo the testing
once again to check the
enhancement of the video
taping.
"Meanwhile as I began to do
this, I began to quickly see that
people are movmg fast with the
video camera so I decided that I
had to have my own set up for
my older students because I
didn't want them to miss out on
this," Bat€s said.

Coat analysis of the 12 Days of Christmas
At the going prices, the Twelve Days of Christmas Is not a popular gift
Ida Here are the current prices for the Items mentioned In the song:

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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KRIS
LAWRENCE
Arts and
Entertainment

Editor

Holiday
films for
the '90s
For those of you who are ,
tired of watch ing A
Christmas Carol, Miracle on
34th Street and I t's a
Wonderful Life, there's hope.
The following are my top-10
suggestions
for
non traditional Christmas films
to help you through your yule- '
tide season.
10. Edward Scissorhands- •
Okay, so it's not really about
Christmas, bu t the action
centers around the Christmas
season. There's plenty of '
snow and ice and I vaguely
remember something abou t a
Christmas party.
9. Home Alone-One of the
more realistic holiday
offerings (yeah right), it '
shows exactly what an eightyear-old child can do ...
given one of the best writers
in Hollywood and a $20
million bu dget.
8. Home Alone 2: Lost in
New York-I mean what's
not to like, it's the same as
the original. A. one reviewer
from the Baltimore Sun said,
there's ju st something that
makes me feel Christ massy •
all over when a bunch·of rich '
white folks get a lot of free
toys on Christmas.
7. Married
With
Children-So it's not exactly
a movie, but the Christmas
special, I t's a Bundy-ful Life,
is priceless. It might not be
easy to..Imd on TV,' but ~
worth looking for. It's
especially touching this year
to see Sam Kinnison as an
angel.
6. Silent Night, Deadly
Night-What could be better
than some egg nog, a little
mistletoe, some ch estnuts
roasting on an open fire and
and a h omicidal maniac on
the loose? I t's beginning to
look a lot like Christ mas/
Every where you go I Take a
look at the mayor's wife/
She's running for her life/
With a crazy man with
raging glands in tow ...
Okay, eo I never claimed to
be a lyricist.
5. Scrooged~ne heCk of
an updated version ·of the
Dickens classic. Carol Kane
is a riot as the sadistic Ghost,
of Christmas Present. The
film has everything . I
laughed, I cried, it was better
than Cats.
4. Lethal Weap on- M el
Gibson get s the holiday blues,
loses his mind, bu sts some
bad guys in a Christmaa tree
lot, almost dies and gains a
surrogate family. Di dn't
Jesus have a parable tha t
went something like that?
3. National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation-Writer
John H ughes' third entry in
this list (Home Alone, H om e
Alone 2) and by far his
funniest. Th e Griswold&
finally stay home and let the
rest of t h e family come to
them. Why is it the older
Chevy Chase gets, the
younger the actors playing
hie children Audrey and
Rusty get?
2. Die Hard-Bruce Willis
stars as John McClane, the
only man who has m or e
trouble on Christmas than the
Griewolds. Once a gain ,
there's nothing like a good
gun battle to get me in the
holiday spirit.
1. A Christmas Story-The
qu est for a Red Rider BB gun
leads little Ralph ie to be
laughed at by his classmates,
have his mouth washed out
with soap and be kicked in
the face by Santa Claus. Peter
Billingsly, whose career
never really took off after his
t

A glimpse into the entr.rtainment worl d
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SPORTS
·Preseason championships
JAMES
LOCKWOOD
Sports

Editor

JEFF DREWS

=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:!,_ _ _ __.;_ Reporter

CoY honors went
to wrong coach
There's trouble in River
City and it starts with 'C'
and rhymes with 'T' and
that is "Coach of the Year."
The trouble is the travesty
of justice, an award that was
not given to the one who
deserves it. In essence, the
Ohio Valley Conference's
volleyball Coach of the Year
award was stolen from a
women who deserved it.
I hardly think Brenda
Bowlin, head coach of the
Murray State University's
volleyball team, cares
whether she received the
award or not. To say the
least, she already had a
season most coaches dream
about.
Receiving the call from the
University two weeks before
the semester began, Bowlin
took over a team struggling.
A coach who was good but
becam~ obsessive ran good
talent away from the team,
and it showed in the team's
record.
Bowlin got that talent back,
and with it brought a
renewed intensity to the team
with a new attitude.
A good start was marred
with a few losses, but with
schools such as the .
University of Louisville and
the University of AlabamaBirmingham handing the
team losses, one could hardly
ar~e:witb. the team's 6-3
record.
With half of the season
over, the volleyball team was
atop the OVC standings,
undefeated in eight
conference games. It was not
a bad start for a team
predicted to finish fifth in the
conference.
The big question was
whether the team could hold
on to that intensity during
the second half of the season.
It was a struggle, and the
team did hit a losing streak
with three of the losses
coming from within the
conference. At tournament
time, though, the Racers were
still second.
In a showdown that
probably gave Bowlin gray
hairs, the Racers went five
games to beat Southeast
Missouri St.tte University in
five games. They followed
that with a four-game win
over tournament favorite
Austin Peay State University
on their home court.
The invitation to the
National Invitational
Volleyball Tournament was
in the Racers pocket.
So why did Coach of the
Year go to Cheryl Holt,
eleventh-year coach of
APSU?
I doubt there will be a big
scandal in the OVC, or that
many people will notice
outside the OVC.
But to those who do know,
we would like to say to
Brenda in our books you are
Coach of the Year.
Congratulations on a great
first ... no, wait... on a great
OVERALL season.

The slope scene

Monday night, the 'Breds' Shane Witzel calmly
sank two foul shots to clinch a 54-53 overtime victory over the Untouchables.
"I was pretty calm. I just thought I had to at
least hit the frrst one," said Witzel, a senior math
major from Woodlawn, Ill.
The 0-6 shooting by the Untouchables in the
first five minutes of play allowed the 'Breds to
take an early 5-0 lead.
The 'Breds lead was cut to three points with a
reverse dunk by Leonard Smith. A Jerrod Wells'
three-point basket tied the game at 14-14 with
3:29 remaining in the opening half. Finally, the
Untouchables took their first lead · of the game
16-14 with 1:21 remaining.
Opening the first half, the 'Breds went without
a field goal for nine minutes. But their ability to
get to the free-throw line paid off as they picked
up seven easy points.
Hustle underneath the basket also allowed the
'Breds to grab offensive rebounds.
"Our intensity, rebounding and defense helped
us win," Witzel said.
"We were fouled on our putbacks," said Jason
Karem, a junior business management major
from Louisville.
In the second half, the Untouchables were
plagued with poor offensive movement, which
led to bad shot selection and turnovers.
"Our minds weren't in the game.' Our execu·
tion was terrible," said Fred Stockton, a
freshman physical education major from
Glasgow.
The 'Breds were able to make up for their
dismal first half shooting by hitting 52 percent
from the field in the second half.

JON LANMAN
Reporter

Wayne Pate, Murray State
University's new track and
field coach, believes in hard
work and dedication.c"'--~-~He said those are two
principles you can not get
away from.
Pate took over the track
and field team from Stan
Narewski, who resigned in
September for a coaching
position at the University of
Florida.
Pate was the assistant
track and field coach at the
University of Texas at
Austin for the last seven
years. Before that, he was at
the University of Tennessee.
He has coached two NCAA
championships.
His specialty is in the
sprinting and jumping events.
Although coming from the
state capital of Texas, Pate
said he is used to small town
life. He is a native of LaPorte, Ind., which has a population of about 20,000.
"I've always liked the
Midwest," he said. "It's kind
of nice to get back closer to
people I can relate to."
Pate said he also relates
well to the athlete. While a
student at Indiana University, he participated in track,
tennis, volleyball and basketball.
"I was ·an athlete myself,
so I've been through a lot of
what the athletes are going
through, on the academic, as
well as the athletic side," he
said.
He said he focuses on the
needs of each individual
athlete.
"I don't think I coach like
anybody else does," he said.
'1 do a lot of things that other

"I don't think I
coach like
anybocty else
does."
-Wayne Pate

coaches don't. I try to tailor
each workout to the individual and not just the
group. Yet, the goals are the
same."
What works for one athlete
does not necessarily work for
another, even within the
same event, he said.
One of his tasks this
season will be to step-up recruitment. ·
"We will recruit all year
long," he said.
He also wants to continue
recruiting athletes from the
Caribbean.
"There is a pipeline in the
islands here, and I'll continue to hold on to that," Pate
said.
He said he would like to
have enough athletes to
qualify for the NCAA meets.
He said the women's team is
hurting the most for personnel.
Before thinking about the
NCAA championships, Pate
said he has to focus on
competition closer to home.
''Our first priority is to win
the conference," he said.
Stevon Roberts, a ttriddledistance runner and senior
finance major from St.
Michael, Barbados, said Pate
will have a hard time, at
first, because he has been put
in charge of a new team so
close to the opening of the
season.

''It's going to be tough to get
to know people in such a
short space of time," he said.
"He is going to have a lot of
hard work trying to ge.t
everybody to agree with hie
terms and see things his
way."
The athlete needs to work
with the coach to succeed, he
said. This will be most
difficult for team members
that have been used to
Narewski's coaching style.
"I think he will make a lot
of improvements in a short
time," said Felicia Upton, a
middle-distance runner and
senior fashion merchandising major from Somerset.
''He has come in with a
positive attitude."
She said Pate is easy to
work with and that the team
will benefit from hie
extensive coaching background.
Marlin Barber, a triplejumper and sophmore history
major from Cape Girardeau,
said he thinks the transition
.f rom N arewaki to Pate has
been smooth.
"Coach Narewski had that
winning attitude, that winning drive, and Coach Pate
also has it," he said.
Barber said the jumpers
have already gained from
Pate's experience. Now, he
said, they have a practice
routine designed specifically
for them.
''Hie philosophy is that to
get where you want to go, to
be the best that you want to be,
you have to work hard," he
said.
The team will have its first
meet of the season indoors in
Murfreesboro, Tenn., against
Middle Tennesse State University Saturday.

0--R.A!_C_ER
__
RE_PO_R_T
_
Horse business

For those of you
heading north for the
holidays, hitting the
slopes may be on your
agenda. But skiing Isn't Alpine
a sport equally enjoyed.
Here Is the percentage
breakdown of males and
Snowfemales In these three
board
skiing activities:
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

...

"We fouled too much. The 'Breds were going up
trying to draw fouls underneath the basket,''
Stockton said.
With 1:29 left in the second half, the Untouchables had a 41 -39 lead.
With the game tied at 41-41, Stockton converted one of two foul shots.
At the other end of the cowt, Witzel tied the
game with his foul shot.
With 18 seconds remaining, the Untouchables'
Leonard Smith missed two potential game winning fl·ee-throws.
The game went into overtime.
The Untouchables ran away with the ball early
in the period, but the game was far from over.
Fouls would continue to pile up on the
Untouchables.
With less than 1:30 remaining, Karem was
fouled while attempting a three-point basket.
Karem made the first two and missed the last.
However, a crucial mental mistake by the Untouchables gave the 'Breds another opportunity
to score.
Leonard Smith missed a block-out situation
and the 'Breds Willie Wilder grabbed the re·
bound and made a lay up. More importantly, he
was fouled in the process. Upon draining the free·
throw, the 'Breds managed a five point turn
around.
Karem would foul out of the game with 16
points in the next defensive series. With only'
four people on the court, the 'Breds stayed focused. The Untouchables were still struggling on
offense.
The next critical mistake would be a lane violation on the Untouchables while their own team·
mate was shooting a foul shot. This turnover
allowed Witzel to become the hero of the game.

By JEFF DREWS

six turnovers in the final six

Reporter

minute~.

In 1989, the Indiana Hoosiers
came from behind and defeated
the Michigan Wolverines with
a three·point basket by Jay Ed·
wards with 0:00 left in
regulation.
Monday night, Tom Wagner,
associate professor of educational leadership and counseling, hit a two-point field goal
with 0:00 seconds on the clock
to lift the Sixers in a dramatic
come-from-behind win over Hit
and Run for the men's 1-1
championship.·
Hit and Run jumped out to an
early lead. Early Sixer turnovers allowed easy liit and
Run points. Poor outside
shooting and interior play on
behalf of the Sixers gave Hit
and Run a 14-4 lead.
Hit and Run expanded their
lead to 23-8 lead with nine
minutes remaining in the open·
ing half. Despite Hit and Run's
offensive power, the Sixers
stayed composed and started to
force turnovers.
At the half, Hit and Run
managed to hang on to their
lead, 36-24. However, the Sixers had picked up momentum.
'l'hey connected on seven of
their last 12 shots and fo~d

The Sixers began their comeback in the second half by
shooting a blistering 54 percent
from·the field and allowing only
four turnovers in the second
half.
Because of two turnovers, Hit
and Run was unable to keep
pace with the Sixers, who had
cut the Hit and Run lead to
seven points.
Wagner's outside shooting
down the stretch allowed the
Sixers to make the comeback.
With 9:47 remaining, Chris
Holhubner was given a
technical foul after an argument with an official.
The Sixers continued to close
in on the lead. Finally, with
6:22 remaining, the Sixers took
their first lead of the game,
51·50.
With 3:50 remaining, Hit and
Run was in desperate need of a
field goal. Mike Smith
delivered the bomb, giving the
Runners the lead again.
Trailing 59-57, David Russell
tied the game with a critical
19-foot jumper with 11 seconds
left in the game. However, two
officials signaled the shot was a
three-point basket, but a third
official waived off the potential
go ahead points.

New coach heads track squad

Cross
Country

Source: USA TODAY

Sixers win with dramatics

Fouls take 'Breds over top of Untouchables

-

__,

The Murray State University equestrain team
takes their horsin' around seriously when it
comes to competition.
. Being one of the most recognized teams in
the region with no recognition from the NCAA or
from the University, the team has still managed
to win two national championships and one
reserve championship.
The equestrain team is a self-funded organization.
Story on page 12

SIDELINE TALK
Gary Nord, one of five applicants for Murray State University's head football coaching postlon, fielded questions
Tuesday from the public. The search committee will continue interviews through Saturday and Is expected to announce the new head coach Monday.

Lady Racers to host Salukis
Staff report

The Lady Racers will try to bounce back from back-to-hack
losses when they host Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
Friday night.
The Salukis come into the game ranked No. 21 in one
national poll. But coach Kelly Breazeale said she knows her
team can overcome their 0.2 start. She said the key will be the
intensity of her team's defense.
The game will be the first for the Lady Racers at home.
Breazeale said she hopes fans will show up as the "Sixth Man"
to help the team beat the Salukia.

Racer of the Week
Jennifer Parker, a five foot six junior
gaurd, has been named The Murray
State News' Racer of the Week.
Although the Lady Racers suffered
two losses in the Lady Kat Invitational
at University of Kentucky last weekend,
Parker led the team in scoring.
Parker scored 26 of the 45 points In
Friday's game against University of
Kentucky. Parker also scored 18 more
points Saturday against George Washington University.
Parker shot a total of 13 for 31 from
the field and 15 for 17 from the line for
both ballgames.

Jennifer Parker

;

a.
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Equestrian team rides with no funds
JENNIFER DONIA
Repoftlr

There ia more horain' around
going on at this campus than
moet students are aware of.
Murray State University has
Racer One, a rodeo team, and
offers honebaclt riding clasHS,
but few students know about
thie Univereity's best kept
equine secret, the equeatrian
team.
Murray State haa had an
equestrian team and has been a
member of the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association
<mSA) since 1975. The 31member team competes in
hone shows against approzi-

mately 20 other schools in our
region, and there are 12 regions which encompase about
300 IChoola in 30 states.
According to the IHSA
Rulebook, ri ders compete
apiDat other schools in different akill levels, both individually and 88 a team. Team
members ride in J'umping
.
cla~sesr hunt seat (English)
eqwtation classes, andl~r ~
seat (western) equ1tat1on
classes.
IndiVl'duals wh o place first
thro':'gh aixth in ~ class or ~pproxunately 12 nders rece1ve
points. When a rider accumulates 35 points, he or she moves

Cliffs, fear of falling provide
excitement for area climbers

to a higher skill level and ia eligible to compete in the
Regional Championship Show.
The winners from this show go
on to compete against other re-=-·' ...:...- &....-- - · ...~..._
l§loU....... -~&
I.IVIII - - . . country in the National
Championlhip Show.
..

IHBA hone Bhowa are held
throughout the IChool year at
participating colleges and univarsities around the region.
Riden are mounted on the holt
h 1' h
,_
,_ ·
sc oo s oraes aor aauueas
purpoeee They are given no
time to ·acquaint themselves
with the hone before entering
the show ·
rmg.
Murray State'• equestrian
team is not recopiHd by the
NCAA.
"The NCAA eligibility re-

quirementa are hard to fit into lhows. The rest comes from the
under hone~, • Mid coach people on the team."
Brien Tarry. "Some lchoola are Each team member has to
rec:opized, but DOt oun."
pay entry fees, hotel costa and
.
tra 1
hich --:~The equestr.•an team a.l so orvan
ve expenses,
and trailerw tal, T
does not rece~ve ~Y fund•J?I 181'd
ren
erry
f~om th.e Umveratty at thts
•
ttm~, aatd James Rudolph! asThe University benefits from
soctate professor of agrtcul- the team, though, because
ture.
people come &om all over the
..
.
country strictly lor the team, be
The team ~ not oflicially a aaid.
achool-recogn1sed aport be"""--(the U .
. )d
cauee it pta no funding" Terry
A:-'3
mverBJty 0 not
•• :.o~ "So
do
'
realize how many students we
-.au.
, we
not get taken
. .
quite as "seriously as other brmg m here," ~erry sai~
aporta do.
Murray State s team 11 recognized as one or the best in the
"We only get use of the region, Terry said. For more
University's horses and than four yean, members of
equipment.
the team have gone to the IHSA
"Our fundi.D.g is only the National Championahip Show
money we make from our and placed high.

co---

"The team has won two national championships in atock.
seat and two reae"e championahipe," Rudolph said.

•
•
•

1

The •--- 1 - - baa p-~----~
a.&.u
IRNUQN

1'

I

I

individual champions for the

1

put few yean.

1

For the preaent aeason, Terry t
said the team baa the potential 1
to do 0 c:ellently
I
·
IIUJ'

181

got off to

be " '~d.

1

·

I

..

a great start, :,
,
To be elig:ibJe to try out for the '
team, one muat be a full-time :
student with at least a 2.0 grade !
point average. Interested stu- :
dents al8o must be enrolled in a :
riding class, or have taken one :
in the past. Tryout. are held at •
the beginning or eaCh semester. ;
'

Rodeo team survives with community help

JIMMIE BROOKS
Reporter

For enthusiasts at Murray State University, getting

ALLISON MILLIKAN
SiitWiili
Despite a drop in ftmds from
the Universit_r, this year'•
rodeo team ia raring to SO·
The main reason Murray
State Univeraity cut back on
funding the rodeo team was
because or the riak of liability
if someone wu hurt. Dwayne
Driakill, adviser or the rodeo
team, said liability wu more
or a factor than the cuts in the

high is no longer defined as a mental state but rather a

physical state.
Though not as popular as football or basketball, rock
climbing enjoys a following in an area known more
for corn .fields than for cliffs.
Edmund Zimmerer, assistant professor of biology,
has rock climbed for about 13 ·years. He was the only
person in his family who rock climbed until his siater
married and took up the sport.
Zimmerer encourages the sport with other interested
rock climbers. A club for rock climbers may be formed
on campus, he said.
Within the fear of heights, Zimmerer said the fear
becomes the best thrill in climbing.
"Overcoming the fear ia the best part or all. It you're
smart and intelligent, you won't fall," he said.
Joey Gottbrath, a junior from Louisville, has climbed
for two years. Gottbrath said be agrees the best part is
the fear or heights.
There are not many places ~ay to rock climb.
Most of the climbers go to Johnson Falls in Illinois,
which is the closest with good c;.Wfs. Fern Clyffe and
Garden of the Gods in ueouf;bua .Dlinois also offer
climbers some challenges. ~ • ' ' · ·

~

University of couree
has a budget, and they
allocate money like they
want," he said. "In the put
they furniahed the team with
money and we spent part on
rowrh stock to practice with
ancf the other part for
scholarships.·
Driskill said if the rodeo
team had been aboliehedJ
many team members woula
have transfered to another
echool.
"The community formed the
MSU Rodeo Booater'a Club,

and of course that's what
raiaea the m~ to keep the
rodeo aoina," Driakill l&ld.
.
Driekil.l said Tom Auer,
dean or the College of lndusti:Y
and Technology, donatea
money to the _program and
worked to make certain it
would DOt disappear.
"ll'ortunately we have had
some people who have given
money for scholarships, and
actually this semester it's
been better than usual,"
Driskill laid co
.
this
fi
')~
year'snaDCla
81tuation.
"We do still have rodeo,-and
the reason is because the
community has come to our
aid and bel~ ua."
Driakill said the team looks
to the seniors for leadership,
but there are also strong
)'OIJDI8r members.
Todd Sl~ team and calf
roJHtr., &8ld the rodeo team
addec1 quite a few freshmen
this aemeater.
The team did well in the
(li'St competitions of the

Photo by MELISSA I=ARNUM

I

1

Boosters allowed students like Jud Collett, a freshman animal 1
sclenae major from Huntingburg, Ind., to place high at the Inter- !
collegiate rodeo competition Nov. 20 and 21 at the West
tucky Llveatcok and Exposition Center.
1I

Ken- j

semester, as several team
members scored points,
Slykus said.
"' think that the whOle club
has a little bit more of a

positive attitude, becaue they
know they've sot support out
there," Driskill said. "You try '
a little harder when :yft IUiGW
you've p people rooting for t
I._
you."

I

.
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Factory Discount Shoes
759-9419

LOCATID DOWII'NWII Oll'l"'IE 8gUAD

Christmas
Videos
$5. 99 & $7. 99 each

Ladles' Shoes $11.95 and $14.95
WI new styles.lDcludlug metalllcsl

Mens' Dress and Casual Shoes
$28.95

cntmu

New Qlrl8tmM Roan:

llcmday~ 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

\

8uDday 1 p.m.-8 p.m.

1 John 4:7

Give MeDonaM't Cnta Gift Certifatn!
Great
Gm I~eu!

Paid Advertisement

Walter's.
Pharmacy
Will Ship

T.J.' s Bar-B-Q
DeUcloua Blckory-8moked Bar-B-Q

/=!!·

7
~~~~~::"s..~...a.n:-..
-~- ••

a~g-.

Your

Packages

l'ddq. 8aturdq
~t Buffet
Clllck-. •

Speei aI-

.......

Coall*-7

Large Hamburger, Frtea, Med. DJ1nk
0111.1$2.481 (0000: 12/14/92-12/19/IQ

THE PLACE ADn" PANCrBUI' 8BO. GOOD IOODI

808 Chestnut

753-0045

The Sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
would Hke to wish

everyone a safe
&

happy HoBday!
•
Vla

UPS
Walter's
P~acy
Sl98.12th

tees 1t...: ~!lings
Dbd•nd 811aPJibe Cater

711e-uma

College Sblrta & Cap• - Uceued Sporbwear Comic T-•h!rb - Heat Tran•fen (lette~ Sizes Chlldren to 3zL

New
Arrivals DaQ.y
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SCOREBOARD
Men) Bask8tball

Vol/flYbB/1

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Result• of tiHJ Natlonlll Invitational
VoleybeN GhfnPo~Wtlp.

Deal withdraws, Nutt to interview

Murray State
SW MIIIIOUrl St.

10

8

3

15 1 5 15

lndlyldyal Lttdtrl
KILLS - Murray State (28) Sarah
Dearworth 10, Renee Batley
Mella
Webster 5, Denlie Donnelly 3, Bonnie
Bagrftld 1, Sara Boland 1.

e,

Den...

ASSISTS - Murray state (24)
Donnelly 21 , Renee BaBey 2, Mellaa
Webater 1.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Women's basketball. Southern Illinois University-Carbondale at
Racer Arena, Friday, 7 p m
• Men's basketball. vs. University of Evansville, Evansville. Ind.,
Dec. 19, 3:05p.m .

DIGS - Murray State (38) Sarah
Oearworth 10, Renee Bailey 8 , DeniM
Donnelly 8, Belnda Rubio 5, Beth Balr 4,
Amt Rhodee 3.

MSU lndlyldual Ludtra
KILLS • Murray State (24) Sarah
Dearworth 8, Melita Webeter 7, Renee
Bailey 5, Bonnie Bagnlnskl 2, Tammy
Elder 1. Amt Rhodes 1.

AROUND 1HE OVC

ASSISTS · Murray State (23) Dent•
Oonnely 22, Bonnie BagnNid 1.

Thomas named All-American
Markus Thomas, Eastern Ke ntucky University's recordsetting running back, was named to the Kodak I-AA AllAmerican first team for the 1992 season.
· Thomas, a senior from Cincinnati! Ohio, finished his collegiate car eer with 5,552 yards rushmg, a new NCAA mark
for Division 1-AA.

Holt honored by peers
Cheryl Holt, head volleyball coach at Austin Peay State
University, was chosen as Coach of the Year for the second
straight year.
The eleventh-year coach lead her team to a 28-7 record and
first place in the OVC. The recor d, wh ich included a 12-game
winning streak, featured the most wins in school history and
the best winning percentage. .
·

DIGS · Murray State (24) Amy Rhodes
6, Belinda Rubio 6, Sarah Dearworth 4,
Oentee Donnelly 3, Renee Bailey 2,
Tammy Eldlf 1.

,_.a/~~

Murray State
Kentucky

MSU lndlyldual Lepra
KILLS • Murray State (38) Sarah
11, Mella WebeW 10, ...,..
Bailey 7, Den... Donnelly 5, Bonnie
Bagnnllcl2, Amt Rhodes 1.

u

71
li

MUITIIJ Stata
Rice

MSU lncUVIdual Lgdtra
MSU 35-eS (.558), 14-23 (.808) Teague 58, 0-G, 10; Gunwn 1-3, 0-G. 2; Brown 1·5,
7-8, e: Willen 11·15.
22; HoMt 1-s,
0-G, 3; Baley 4-5, ""'· 13; Cannon 3-8, 22,8
BuaMII 0-3, 0-G,O; Allen 2-e, 5·5, 10;
46.
. ....... ().3, 0-G, 0; Walden 0..1, G-1, 0.
THRI!I!· POINT GOALS • 118U 3-10 HALFTIIII! • M..-ray S... 37, Rice 38.
(.300) Park« 2·5, 8; Cadwl1-3, 3; Sne1 THREE-POINT GOALS • MSU 5·1 1
G-1, 0; Shelon G-1, 0.
(.455) Alen 1·2. 3; Cannon 1"", 3; Bailey
2-3, 8; HoMt 1·1, 3: Waldan 0..1, 0.
ASSISTS • MSU 5, P.ur ~ 1..Me1er 1,
...... 1.
A88I8T8 • MSU 11, Cannon 3, &ro.n
2, Waldln 1, . . . . . 1, Gumm 1, Bailey 1,
REBOUNDS • IISU 41 , ...,.,., 7, Allen 1.

s-e.

ABIISTS • Murray Stale (38) DeniM
Donnelly 28, Snh Oelrworlt 4, Melli&

Webltar 2, B4llh Bar 1.
DIGS • Murray State (50) Amy Rhodes
14, &nh Oearworth i, Belinda Rubio 8,
Renee Bailey 7 , Oenlee Donnelly 4 ,
Mellaa Webster 4, S.th Balr 3 , Bonnie
BagnnkJ 1.

2 • 12
15 15 15

Partuw 5, Peerlon 5, SheiDn 5, 8nel 4,
Laaliter 3, Cadwell3, Shelton 2, Gray 2.

Msu lndly!dyal L•ldera
KILLS • Murray State (25) Mellea
Webster 14, Renee Bailey 10, Sarah
0.. worth 7, Bonnie Bagnlneld 3, Amt
Rhodea 1.

TOTAL FOULS • IISU 24, Shelton 4,
Shelton 4, PIWker 3, Gray 3, Pearaon 3
Snell3, l..aalllr 2 c.-. 2.
•
FWubol~~

ASSISTS • Murray State (31) Oenlee

Donnelly 31.

Murray St•te
George Waahlngton

DIGS • M&nay State (38) Renee Bailey

R!IOUNDS • M8U 23, Gumm 8, Brown
4, Wllaon 3, Waldan 2, James 2, Teague
2. Allin 1, Holrd 1.
TOTAL POULS • MSU 23, Teague 4,
Waldan 3, James 3, Brown 3, Cannon 3,
Buslll 2. Gumm 2. Wl8on 1, Bailey 1,
Holrd 1.

58

o-e.

e.

HALfTIMI! • Murray State 35, George
Waehlngton 42.

Top 20 Poll

o-s.

87

• • Amy Rhodee 6, S.ah o..worth 6, MSU lndlyldyal Ltldtrt
DeniM Donnelly 4, Melaa Webster 4, MSU 14-53 (.2&4), 25-33 (.808) P.- 3Beth Balr 3, Bomle Bagnlnlld 3, Belinda 11, 11· 12, 18; Hopeon 0..1, 0-G, 0 ; Gray 1·
FUI!o2.
8, 1· 1, 3; Cadwel1-i 8-8, 10; Snel
2·
5, 2 ; Shelton 3-10. 0..1, 8 ; ~ 1·1, o0, 2; Haberer 1""· 2·2, 4; Shelton 4-5, 1·3,

Collegiate Rifle Coaches Association
1. West Virginia
2. Alaska-Fairbanks
3. Murray State
4. U.S. Naval Academy
5. xavter
6. Tennessee Tech
7. Texas-EI Paso
8. U.S. Air Force
9. St. John's
10. U.S. Military Academy

55

MSU lndly!dytl l.gdt[J
MSU 20-80 (.333), 12-27 (.444) P.10-20, "-&, 28; Gray 0-2, 0-G, 0; Peeraon
1-3, 1-3, 3; Cadwel2·11, 2-7, 7; 8nel1 ·
8,
5; SheiDn 3-7, O-G, e; ~.aaa~~~~ro0, 1-2, 1: Habetw 1""· G-2, 2; 8helean 2-4,
1-2,5.
HALFTIME • Murray State 25, Kentucky

o..wom

Murray State
Northern llllnola

Murray State
i
8 5
George . Waahlngton 15 15 15

• Women's basketball. Memphts State Universtty at Racer Arena,
Dec. 20, 3 p.m .

TO&M"Mmfnt
, . , . . of A'ldly'l fiiiii'B·

Murray State
8 1 0 12
Loyola Marymount 15 15 15

ResUlts of Friday'• game~.

Mike Deal, offensive line coordinator with the University
of Illinois, withdrew from consideration for the head football
coach ing position at Murray State U niversity Monday.
Mike Strickland, athletic director, said Deal called and said
he was happy in Bloomington, Ill.
Wishing to interview five candidates, the search committee
invited Houston Nutt, wide receivers coat:h for the University of Arkansas, to interview Saturday.
"From the beginning we've been committed to talking to
five coaches a bout our coaching position," Strickland said.

,.,. al,. us w..t c.llulltr AJr Time

RNU1t1 of Satun:tlty~ game&

Murrey St•te
Bolae State

82

u

MSU lnd!yldyal Ltldtrt
MSU 29-58 (518), 18-30 (.600) W118on 87, 3·7, 15; Cannon 4-10, 4-4, 14; TMQUe
3-6,2-3, 8; Gumm 3-8, 4-4, 12; Bailey 2·
4, 1·2. 5; BuaeiS-7, 2"", 12; Brown 3-8,
2-.c, 10: James 3-5, o-2, e .
HALfTIME • Murray Sta11a 31, Boise

Stale34.

11. Kentucky
12. Jacksonville State
13. Tennessee-Martin
14. Ohio State
15. Texas A&M
16. Virginia Military Academy
17. M.I.T.
18. DePaul
19. North Carolina
20. Northeast Missouri

THREE-POINT GOALS • MSU 3·14
(.214) Parker 1·5, 3; Shelon 2-6, 6; Snel
0· 1,0; CadNell 0..2,0.
ASSISTS • MSU 8, Parker 3, Cadwell 3,
Hopaon1, Shelton 1, Shelton 1.
REBOUNDS • MSU 48, Shelton 7,
P.,_ 7. Shelton 8, Haberer 5, Snell 4 ,
Cadwell 4, Gray S, Luafter 2, ~ 1•
Amold 1

•

TOTAL FOULS • IISU 28, Shelton 5,
Haberer 4, Bray 4, Clldwell 3, 8ne11 3,
Laa11ter 3, SheiiDn 1, Parker 1, Arnold 1,
Hopeon 1.

THREE ·POINT GOALS • MSU 8· 14,
Cannon 2-5, 6 ; Gunwn 2-4, 6; Brown 2-4,

8.
ASSISTS· MSU 11 , Gumm4, Brown 3,
Baley 2, Bueaell1, Walden 1.
REB 0 UN D S - MSU 28, Wilson 6 ,
TMgUe 4, Brown 4, Bustell3, Cannon 2,
Gunwn 2. Bailey 2, James 2.
:TOTAL FOULS • MSU 27, Bailey 5,

Teague 4, Gumm 4, c.mon 3, Busaell 3.
Brown 3, Wll8on 2, James 2, SMits 1.

The numbers behind the action

eLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Marte G., Happy 20th Birthday. I Love You II T

Meny Christmas Honey Muf·
fin. I rememberourftratChrtet·
mas together. It seems like so
long ago. Wish we hadn't
broken up. Still tOYing you,
Sugar Lump.

SPRINGBREAKEAS.
Promote our Florida Spring Bt8llk
packages. Eam MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL
or LARGE groups. ~
Maltc8tlng. 800-423-5284

FOR SALE • Two Bedroom
House dole to unlverllly. 12
month lease. $400. Call 7537853 or 489-2266.

HELP WANTED

Campus
representative
needed by Sportswear Com-

Angela Lllchfteld, You did an
awesome Job w1tt1 Founder's
Dayl loYe. yourllaterslnAipha

Omicron PI

Thanks to the brotherl of AI·
pha Tau Omega for an aw.
some mixer! You guys are
graatll..oYe,theiiRitlofAipha
Omicron PI

Meny Christmas Heather. I'll
be missing you tt1s holiday
aeuon. I love youI James
Have a Meny Chrtetmaa and
remember, If you decide to go
siding, watch out for the killer
snowplows. OoogaSchnooga
Bloogle Woogole. Okay, 1'11

shut up.
Thank you for shutting up I
ORM • Hope you enjoy the
DCYeletle and have a Merry
ChristmasI ELL
Mom, 1hope you have a very
MenyChrtstmasl Love, Lanoe

1be

INTERNAnONAL EMPLOY·
!lENT· Make money teaching
English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Make $2.00G-$4,000+
per month. Many provide room
& board + other benefltll A·

nanclally & Culturally reward·

pany to 1811 to halemlllel and
soror1tlet. Average$50· $100
wortdngonenghtaweek. Cell
1-«10-242=81 04.

extJ5538.
FAST EASY INCOME! Eam
$1000's Monthly Stuffing En-

velopes. Send Self·Addlesaed

Envelope To: Income Oppor·
tunltles, 80 E. Chestnut, Box
179, Chlcago,IL 60611

Help save the planel Recycle.

one bedroom. Two per1001

GREEI< S & CLU8 S can shant wuher, dryer, , .
frtgender, and &1Dve. Paltlally

RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAU.S!
No obligatioa. No cost
You allo ... a FREE
HEADPHONE llADIO
julllor

c:ama.

t.aoo.932-05ll, Ext. 65

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline..- Wednlldly at noon

Place your classlfleds In room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Statton
~lllltltplrld

FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT • Large,

lngl For International Employ-

ment program and application,
caH the lntemallonal Employ·
ment Group: (206) 632· 1146

Beau11ful, llze 9, whltit wedclog gown with chapel-tength
train and new veil. Both for
only $350. Ctl Trtsh at 782·
2753.

furnished. Avalable Jan. 1,

1893. $400 per month. No
pets. Dlrectty acrou from
MSU. Call753-8191 .

NOTICE
FREE lOis of news pnnt ant
available In room 111 Wlllon
HaU. Supplies are Umlted.

The Murray S1atle News wtahel

c?dQuntaiq,

State

NeW"s
will be
Jan. 22,
1993.

~9.:~ ~·~~S?·:~b~~:~ ~·~~¥
Congratu{ations
to a{{graduating
seniors!
(jood {uck._ in
everything you do!

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: ~per word

GREEICIPERSONALS

Every ward onr IWIIIIy wanll

FOR SALE
HELPWANTm
LOST &FOUND

With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

ADVE-R TISE

in The Murray State News

'Yaney.

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS

SERVICES
FOR RENT

...

RIDES

Sincere[y,
tfie staff of
The Murray State News

NOnCE

Alpha Gamma Delta
Congratulates our.newest pledges!

~tei
a-o.18'71

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY~ STUDENTS

•Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Cany.
and Special Orders

Available on campus

Murray

everyone a Meny Chrtatn.al

Closed on weelalds aoo holdays.

Happy HoHdays
from

The next
edition of
The

0

Brooke
Offutt

Jenny
Griffin

Jeanna
Burgess

Jennifer
Miller

753-0819

=

I
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Kurth chooses advisory council
Staff Report

In an effort t o stay
informed of faculty and staff
concern s, a group of
University employee• have
been chosen t o form a
plallning
. president's
advisory council
Serving on the council will
be Louis Beyer, physics and
astronomy
pr ofeu or;
Elizabeth Blodgett, chairman
of the department of special
education; Kelly Breazeale,
Lady Racer'• head coach;
Mike
Cohen,
Engliah
professor; Gerald Hunter,
assistant budget officer;

INSURANCE
Continued from Page 1

payment plans and preferred
provider options. Baurer said
his work with the benefits and
insurance committee has led
him to believe that many faculty and staff would like to see
any of the cost containment programs implemented because
the University will then be able
to keep the current program.
At the Nov. 14 Regents

Photo by JUO COOK

PICK-UP LINES
Matthew Morehead, a senior pre-forestry major from
Alexandria, Va., helps clean trash along a row of cars
In the north residence hall complex.

"Th~y

will be
there to make
sure I'm in touch
with the faculty
and staff. ''
-Ronald J . Kurth

Johnny McDougal, director
of ltudent finanical aid; and
Tim Mil.ler, chairman of the
department of accounting
and eucutive director of the
MSU :Foundation.

meeting, the Board decided to
continue looking irtto the
wellness program, ways the
University can provide family
coverage at no cost and the
possibility of individuals opting
out.
In January, the Regents will
hold a special meeting to
discuss several pressing issues,
including health care coverage
for faculty and staff. Fitzgibbon
said he anticipates that a
suitable plan will be implemented by Jan. 1, 1994.

GoodLuckon FINAIB!

~

President Ronald J. Kurth
choee the members to work in
an advisory capacity, not be
a policy making group, he
said .
"It will be a group which I
will come to for their views
on current iuuee and
subjects on my mind," Kurth
said. "They will be there to
make sure I'm in touch with
the faculty and Bta1f and take
advantage of some very good
advisory potential which
e:dsts in our University
community."
Committee members were
chosen based on euaeetiona

from deans, vice-presidents,
Staff Congre88 and Faculty
Senate. Each member was .
alao interviewed by Kurth.
"I am very pleased that ·
each one of these fine '
members of our University:
community was willing to:
donate the time to be a part of•
this advisory group," he said.:
The council will be largely:
an informal group, with no:
organisational structure and:
•
no bylaws, he said.
"This is not part of the:
governance system," be said.:
"It's just an attempt to avail:
myself to good advice."

JURY
Continued from Page 1

The grand jury coul d
make several decisions
including ind icting the
pledgee on criminal charges,
be said.
"If the pledges are indicted
on felony charges, they will
have to appear before a
circuit court," Ward said. "If
they are ind icted on
misdemeanor cbargea they

will go back to the distric£
court."
•
If the pledges are indictecl
for either criminal charge
they could serve time in the
county
jail
or
the
penitentiary, be said.
Joe Chaney, faculty sponsot
and spokesman for the
fraternity, said Pi Kappa
Alpha is just waiting for the
re~~.
'
•
"We are waiting until the
grand jury convenes. lt'e
wait and see and apeculation
right now." he said.

The sisters of

The Murray State News
...
..

·.9L{pfia Omicron Pi

1'uut your eyes on our Cliristmas trusJ
'Uinatlis, garfatuls, oma~"~~~
6eautifu1 cofkcta6fts & gifts !

would like to wish
everyone the best of luck
during fmals and a very
safe & happy Reliday!

Houra: Monday-Thuraday 10 a.m.-5p.m.
Friday 10 a.m.-6p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. -5p.m.

1/2Back
on all Books being used for
Spring Semester

Books Back

PLUS

to

Bradlf;y

Market Value
paid on an other current text

k

We reserve the right to refuse old
---•
editions or damaged books.

~~in time for Cl1ristnai
MSU

sweatshirts, jackets, and hats.
Great gifts for Mom & Dad!

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street

753-8767

